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EDITOR'S NOTE
Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for being here on this little corner of the internet. I’m so
glad that you’ve somehow found your way here, in the middle of creativity.
The Creative Zine first started out in spring 2021 when junior year of high
school had just ended and the whole summer was ahead of me. The first issue
came out in December of that year and since then, the number of publishing
runs and submissions have only grown.
Zine 4 features some talented artists and writers whose contribution means a
lot to us. I’m thankful for their time, patience and consideration during the
submission process for this issue. As a young creative, I’m really inspired by
their resilience and thoughtfulness for sharing their voice on things that
matter most to them. I was moved by almost every submission that came my
way in the making of this issue. It reminds me of the power of the written
word and how much it is capable of making a long-lasting impact.
I hope you enjoy reading this curated issue for fall 2022.
Long live the power of words!
Harsimran Kaur
Editor in Chief
The Creative Zine

Cover Art by Stephen Lee

Stephen Lee Naish is a British-born writer and visual artist. He is
the author of six books on the subjects of film, politics, music, and
popular culture. His work has appeared in Aquarium Drunkard,
Film International, The Quietus, Empty Mirror, Dirty Movies,
Albumism, and Merion West. He lives in Kingston, Ontario.
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RAIN
Abby Moeller

I fall asleep to rain,
And awake to rain.
Thick, warm droplets
Striking my cheeks as I
Trek the treacherous land
In search of an answer.
The water of the sobbing skies
Loses itself in my own
Salty tears, reminding me that
Sadness and fear is eternal,
Human, and needed
To survive in a world where
Bad out plays the good.
The rain washes away my doubt
As I step farther, more fearlessly
As I find the answers
Always deep within me,
Brought to surface only by the
flood of rain.
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VALLEY OF ASHES
Abby Moeller

a wasteland of disjointed life,
left to wither away is easy
disregard,
bleak, gray shallowness
leeching away what life may
somehow be left.
life, being engulfed
by a quick and cold
death, is simply left behind.
it was not too
frightening to be swallowed by the blackness.
many accept the
all-consuming blandness with a frown
on their face,
a grin in their soul.

Abby Moeller is a writer based in WNY who explores her writing in forms varying from poetry to dramatic
monologues to epic fantasy stories. Currently, she lives with her growing zoo of pets and endlessly teetering piles of
books. She can be found rambling on Twitter at @abbym823.
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MADDY MORPHOSIS AVOIDS
TYPECASTING WITH A
SERPETINE MOVEMENT
Alex Carrigan

I’m very fortunate to be in the position I’m in,
and to have the platform that I’ve been given.
And this month I want to take this opportunity
and be make some kind of direct
and positive change within the communityMy new drag name is Wonderbread
Did you want that glamour original or extra crispy?
Nothing beats cracking a cold one
and watching X-Games with my sis.
Just guys bein’ dudes.
Go team! Go sports!
I didn’t realize how many people were just
chilling out there,
lol I was not at my most flattering.
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I started drag right around the time
my hairline started to recede.
Now I wear fake hair for a living.
If that’s not fate, idk what is.
Wounds have healed, we’re good now.
We better stop before people think
we’re actually fighting
and post us on the drama subreddits
Thank you for coming to my defense.
Anyway, back to shit-posting.
Not Taylor Dayne liking this lol.
One last twist of the knife
Source: @MaddyMorphosis

Alex Carrigan (he/him; @carriganak) is an editor, poet, and critic from Virginia. He is the author of "May All Our
Pain Be Champagne: A Collection of Real Housewives Twitter Poetry" (Alien Buddha Press, 2022). He has had
fiction, poetry, and literary reviews published in Quail Bell Magazine, Lambda Literary Review, Empty Mirror,
Gertrude Press, Quarterly West, Sage Cigarettes (Best of the Net Nominee, 2023), 'Stories About Penises' (Guts
Publishing, 2019), 'Closet Cases: Queers on What We Wear' (Et Alia Press, 2020), and more. He is also the co-editor
of 'Please Welcome to the Stage...: A Drag Literary Anthology' with House of Lobsters Literary. For more, visit
https://carriganak.wordpress.com/.
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COLOR
Aliceona Myers
Those lovely green eyes always caught the attention of anyone who happened to catch a
glimpse. The color alone was enough to ensnare the eye of onlookers and intrigue anyone
enough to have them turn and show appreciation.
He had a special, incredibly beautiful, incredibly unique color. The misty, almost icy green
could be referred to in a number of ways. Some call it mint, some call it true jade stone, some
call it clover. A more perfect match for the shade is celadon. Clean, sharp, alluring in every way.
An old color reminiscent of Greek pottery, the perfect match to an equally ancient gaze.
Something so classic and beyond physical years should be revered as the rarity it is.
The calmly intense pigmentation draws in light and creates emotion.
In dark light the pure green melts with the darkness and becomes murky, a darker emerald. It
can be enticing. Something you want to hold and experience. A warmth which carries weight
far beyond a simple hue. They give off a feeling of comfort which pulls in those looking for any
refuge. They can bring a soothing sense of relief to those that need it. Such a shadowed tint is a
sign of friendship and comfort even within a fleeting glance from a complete stranger across a
dimly lit room.
In more sharp lighting the intoxicating iridescence of iris can be indiscernible from the
surrounding sclera. It becomes light and fluffy yet so, so cold. A glacier of absinthe; toxic yet so
delightfully intriguing. A window into a soul that has seen harsh reality and pain but chooses to
convey a pillowy lie of serenity as if nothing could possibly kill the sweet inner light.
There is nothing more intriguing than a peek into the soul of another human through the
windows which we focus on most.

Aliceona is an aspiring writer from inner city Baltimore. She is a writer in her free time and is working to progress to
writing her own book. In her free time she plays with her cat and likes singing.
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THE RETURNING SOLDIER
Ankur

The horse is drinking water,
and there's still time for the sun to go,
and it should be an easy remaining road
for clouds are few, and nothing blows up the dust.
Baba must be at shop, frosty to his customers,
but would he be looking forward to the dinner?
And is she busy in crushing the never-ending
seeds of poppy and pips of melon?
The desert seems limitless around me,
but I know my way, if not by past time,
then by her hands that guide and beckon
my wistfulness for that glass of thandai.
When I had left, there was work to do,
but she had also told me, there may be news,
good news, and I wonder if it's a boy or girl,
and do they have a photo to play with, to know me?
What must it be like, a home of names but not enough faces?
The thresholds are half, the doorways invite and forbid,
but mostly draw with the mystery of beyond.
Will there be peace finally, or will the head let not go?
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Baba says not to sit under the peepal, but maybe I will;
maybe the spirits shall carry away the moan on his lips,
even the name I heard, and the way he said it, his beloved.
In his home, there won't be thresholds, half or un-half, just walls.
I shiver and shudder, and drop the gourd,
and find the shadows longer, the banyan looking mightier.
The wind's sounding like the bullet,
but before it can catch up with me too, I take my horse and run,
and gallop, and dash, and charge.

Glossary:
thandai: an Indian cold drink prepared with a mixture of
almonds, fennel seeds, watermelon kernels, rose petals,
pepper, poppy seeds, cardamom, saffron, milk and sugar
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THOUGHTS ON A SUMMER
DAY
Ankur

Snow has come with elephant legs,
snow has come with tiger legs—
I want to touch the cold ground with bare warm feet.
Snow has come like crumbs of bread,
snow has come like loaves of bread—
I want to make a rice ball, the coldest to eat.
Snow has come merrily like thousands of angels,
snow has come steadily like Grandpa's white hair—
I want to paint a skyful, caressing and neat.
Snow had come so I can know the July sun,
snow had come so I can taste the almond ice cream—
I shall pluck a field of flowers, for them to meet.
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A ROBBERY
Ankur

The rats are playing behind Buddha
—smiling Buddha in shining dimness,
emperor of nothingness,
the throng of faith has deserted now—
but sometimes there is the noise
of unaware watching men busy
in fast cards and crispy pork,
while the moon seeps and rinses,
stealing away the ever-present joy,
leaving it all to empty deity, prospering ratholes.
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PLANS FOR MAKING THE
MOST OF IT
Ankur

"On Friday, there will be frequent showers, these heavy at times, but plenty of
sunshine for most."
They have predicted plentiful showers of sun today,
let's get going. Mynah was there, now it's curlews,
and pigeons are happily making it all stink, so let's.
Truck must be on its way, and banks will bustle,
so expect a robbery or two, slick pistols, frozen gasps.
That moving newspaper with the brolly, tell him to stop:
there's too much of traffic, and it's not getting on CCTV,
and if it's a lady, just buy her some croissants and daphnias:
or is that daffodils? Just buy something—
even if it's poetic, I mean daffodils is like some nursery song—
the incidents can wait, really!—will you?
Remember, there's always the carpetbaggers—they don't hold for weather—
and then it might be the Lord Mayor himself,
pretending to bumble through an inauguration, while lining
deep pockets I wanted to hold firecrackers in,
but that was school, not everyone was a fraud there.
OK, all's set, moustaches and nose jobs are going up and down,
so it's time for the sun to come out, cricket to resume
and the day do what it does.

10
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RUSSETID
Ankur
Fog had not cleared that day—
inside, a pell mell of drunk teens,
with hazy hopes of budding lives—
and the driver was early, early on the road;
they were going by the sea, mixed with the gray tarpaulin
until they stopped to puke and pee,
and then they could look around and feel the heavy air
and palaver stale jokes with half rinsed faces—
nature oppresses sometimes, so lighten up, lighten up
amid gawking, unmoving birds,
throaty songs, but no flutter or flap—
but now there was rain in the air, and the words became soggier,
and the driver was ready, his cigarette over some time back,
as he sat in there, like an eternal Sphinx—
no one asked him, where he came from, this brown man among white children,
and no one could say if he was questioning or answering—
and so they all came back into the double-glazed space,
a well-heated world of make-believe fueled by ardent who-cares and no-one-cares;
now it became heavier, and even the birdsongs stopped
and the driver wanted to stop and wait,
but they goaded him on, for their friends were waiting too—
they were nineteen and wouldn't be stopped by the elements,
they were balled up in doubts but of this they felt certain, they owned the earth—
and so they went, now singing and carousing,
till the chorus reached the crescendo of a scream
too late, as the bus slipped down the fjord, and down, and down.

Glossary:
Russetid: The time of russefeiring, which is a
traditional celebration for Norwegian high school
pupils in their final spring semester.
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SEASONS
Ankur

Light walks into
—tiptoe, steal and storm—
ruffled hair of sleeping boy
while a clock is shedding silent minutes,
and the mildly billowing curtain
narrates the nap and awaits the parents.
First one will come, make milk for the boy,
then the other, and after a kiss there will be ho and hum,
but no one will ask for the dream of the boy.
The windows are clasped tight now, and guests
like electricity will pour in, and there will be là and dà
—ivory smiles in stained lips, the crackle and snap—
while upstairs the boy looks at the fine rain
and wonders if cuckoos sing in the night.

Ankur is from India. Some of his published poems and stories can be found in, among others, ‘Paper Wall’ and
‘Barnwood Poetry Magazine’ (both now defunct), ‘Ink, Sweat & Tears’, ‘Rattle’, ‘Cha: An Asian Literary Journal’,
‘Mascara Literary Review’, ‘Shot Glass Journal’, ‘Halfway Down the Stairs’, ‘Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine’ and
‘The Lake’. His first full collection of poems, titled The Four Colors, was published in July 2020 (Hawakal
Publishers, Kolkata).
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HOW TO BE JOLLY
Carina Solis

Watch as a blue jolly rancher skims
the tear-slicked street. As the candy
wrapper wrinkles itself into the road.
We siphon the sweetness from our
thumbs, melting the snow into olive
oil. Pucker fat blue kisses towards
god, grease them against our smiles.
Plod along the winter glaze, I see my
reflection in your sore throat. In the
cold, life twitches; we fall into a rabbit
hole, burrow in the soft whiteness of
birth. Of forgetting. Hibernate. Sleep
in the fray of hand-rendered scarves.
Smooth our blood into faded ichor
dreams. Smoke mountain breath with
the bonfire sky. Walk with gingerbread
men on a raspberry tongue. The wind
reminds us: make sure to salt our hearts
on the way home.
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WHAT THE SPIDERS SAID TO
ME AS I KILLED THEM
Carina Solis

we’re only telling you this because we know you.
we know you like grey tea in the morning and sleep
with your limbs popped out their sockets. so coax
yourself from the shower walls and don’t be a fool:
you know what to do. and when you’re done, let the
sink water wash your grief down the drain. you can
stop melting into bathroom corners and attic crooks
now, so get up and stop weeping. our curled legs are
only the beginning after the end. we are not dead. we
are remembered in lost cobwebs and houseflies that
sit upon your neck. child, it’s okay: we are never dead.
you’ll find us swept into aging dustpans, and held in
the infinite blue that settles in broken dreams.

Carina Solis is a fifteen-year-old writer living in Georgia. Her work is published or forthcoming in the Eunoia
Review, Wrongdoing Mag, Gone Lawn, CLOVES, and elsewhere. Find her at carinasolis.carrd.co or on Twitter
@CarinaS74562803.
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PIGS AMONG SKULLS
Daniel de Culla
It's true that I always liked
Go with girls and boys
To play with the skulls
In the Ossuary of the Cemetery of the town.
-How macabre these kids
Said some devout old women.
-For San Blas de Güete!
Exclaimed some elders
That you are playing
With the skulls of some maquis
Who have been killed
In the Serrania de Cuenca
And maybe some bandits
From deep Andalusia.
--By the Saint, don't let them make you evil eye
Devout old women prayed.
I don't know why
But before entering the ossuary
We did nine laps
Around the Cemetery
That is in such a high place
That we were very tired
And we used to get cold throats
By drinking cold water sweating
From a nearby spring.
-At night to this spring
The dead come to drink
The villagers told us
To instill fear in us.
Sometimes we drank the cold water
In the same skulls
How they did and acted
Columbus and his minions
And all the kings that in Spain
Has been.
One late night, we had an atrocious fear:
A skull dropped
A girl with a pig face
Being very damaged on the ground
This is how it spoke to us:
-If you don't give me a kiss
You will drink no more from me
And I'll spoil that pretty face of yours.
That late night
We ran out of the ossuary
And from the Cemetery.
I remember that I was saying:
-If we escape from this and do not die
I don't want no more skulls
In my hands.

15
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MASSACRE
Deborah Akubudike

the gallery is wide enough.
enough for
hares to scout.
brush strokes everywhere
as red & evergreen
as our rotting thumbs.
last night was fire: the pictures bright,
this morning
the frames are clearer, more visible - the white bones
the carcasses. the priest, for the first time,
sees naked women flowering
the cathedral's marble floors, with ethereal noises
playing on the gramophone. the curator
walks in, curtly shows the guests
the beauty of carnage at its finest:
when the choir's in session &amp; the people
are cluelessly stuck in a frame,
reciting the last supper prayers with a firm grip on the holy grail.
16
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HONEY
Deborah Akubudike

it starts with a dull ache
that lingers beyond the limit.
monopolization: the acres of
flesh loosely grappling unto me, turns cold.
it starts with a conversation: a "yes please".
want. & then the appetite grows
clawing our insides. goosebumps, as we walk
deeper into indecisiveness.
we question questions about existence. we pour spirits
into empty shells. we run. we stagger, but we run.
heads on heels, we run. arms flopping in harmony with
fading heartbeats. breathless & covered in perspiration. we run,
no time to be afraid of falling. bodies are sucking on themselves, while staring
into their eyes. a threesome with darkness. more & more & more.
we're not done yet. it doesn't end this way, at least not from what i was told.
it gets even better. the bed stronger. even harder. i bite my lip.
is this your first time? he grunts. perhaps,
from my memory.
17
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CHICKEN POX
Deborah Akubudike

it festers slowly
as time trapped
in a glass.
thick flesh wrinkling,
squeezing itself in a duel. hard earth breaking.
ink blots on the surface of who i am becoming.
the carrions become even more ostensible
than our childhood dreams.
at the hostel, we're running away. farther & farther,
because we don't want to
get infected. even if it's airborne.

Akubudike Deborah is an emerging poet and lyricist. Her works have been featured in The Rialto, Brown Sugar Lit
Mag and elsewhere. She can be reached on IG: @ad_poet; Twitter: @akubudikedebbie; Blog: adpoet.home.blog.
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PRETTY
Finnialla Wright
You were never called
Pretty by society
Since it wasn’t considered
Masculine, but the world missed a beautiful
Set of lips that laugh at every bad joke
That I tell when we eat out lunch
In the park and watch the tourists
Get scammed for art that
Sells in China Town for half the
Price.
Dainty figures so feminine, but
Fits so lovely in my palm when I
Get to touch, feel you on me, rolled
Over in the middle of the night and
Nuzzled into my cheek
Snoring softly like the sound of
Lark-sung melodies of starlets’ long
Gone.
Nail polish and skirts fit you so
Well, Darling, I just can’t wait to
Take it off you and get to love you so
Freely was you love yourself
Silks, satins, and crushed velvet glide up
Love bitten skin.
Turning heads is your specialty, but
I hope you still turn mine every time we
Lean into kiss
And when the world gets too
Much, so we can make each other’s
Problems fade into the night.

19
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OAK TREE
Finnialla Wright
Underneath the spindly live oak tree,
covered by the dripping Spanish moss,
I sit on the cracking wood bench,
And watch you by the fountain.
You play with the water,
Fingers enjoying the cold rush,
Under the humid Georgia Sun,
Making promises you can’t keep.
But then you left.
Trying to find what happened to the,
Little girl that used to play in,
the fountain down by the live oak,
tree with the moss and the bench.
When I look in the water,
I see the little girl staring back,
Up at me through the eyes of
A person I don’t recognize.
One day, I will leave here too,
But I’m not ready,
So, I’ll sit under this oak tree
Until it grows into me.

Finnialla (Finn-all-uh) is a recent graduate of the Savannah College of Art and Design with an honors bachelors in
Screenwriting. They accidentally joined and became president of a Slam Poetry club in college and loved what they
experienced. They are currently freelancing in both the Dramatic and Creative writing fields but are open to all new
opportunities. They came out as Non-Binary this past year and loves being able to live life as their true self. They
currently live back in their home state of Colorado and are excited to see the mountains every day again.
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MOTHER, MASS MURDERER
Glory Philip
you swallow those who
call you mother,
and drink the blood
of those who spit on you.
you birth life and
embrace the death, the
remains of your firstborns.
you give and give and
forget to take,
then you mourn the death
of your children, in loud
shuddering sobs that
break you, and swallow
more of your children
to comfort you in your
profound sorrow.
you carefully guard
the secrets of your firstborns,
you anchor them and
watch them strangle each other,
little wonder you have
become a goddess that
spits fire in torrents,
cursed mother who must
swallow all her children,
brown mother.

Chide is a poet from Nigeria and a student of Unilorin. She has forthcoming work in Karma Comes Before
magazine. She loves to read psychological thrillers, take longs strolls just after dark and eat an abominable amount of
food.
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ROOTS
Ian Anthony
For if only he could fly, he always dreamed.
To stay floating above the chaos.
Wanting to be separated from mind and body.
To observe the look his face releases when others have taken his agency.
To see when his eyes sting, do his lips quiver or tighten?
He wishes these hands would shiver to tell him the moments when doubt was foolish.
For his dreams nightly to transport him to lost loved ones.
So that with every night when eyes closed, one could get to chat with those that never settled on
last words.
But he feels rooted. No sense of pushing into a self made void.
But the familiar footprints left in front of him can be hard to duplicate. To regain yourself again in
the lightest grasp.
Tenderly playing with the confines of his branches.
The leaves that changed colours long before the seasons changed.
He belongs everywhere and longs for nowhere.
Daydreams punctuated by the shock of silence around the bed.
Faint pleas from the wind now whistling for a home, breaks through the walls.
For he sympathises greatly with the rooted. He tries to move and reluctantly finds he is quite good
at it.
Now if only he could fly.

Ian Anthony is a 32 year old writer/director and full time carer from Dublin, Ireland. He has have three poems
published with Pandemic.ie. - We Are Still Here Cult Of Clio - Waves In print: Cyprus Poetry Journal in their Red
House Anthology. - I Was Seen Talking To Spirits In short stories, The Night Is Day. It was published with Cabinet
Of Heed in 2020.
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GRASSLAND & HOME
Ilana Drake

we grew up where
roads continue for
what feels like minutes,
where streets separate
homes which separate us.
& we used to sit
in the back of
your truck & sing
“summer nights,”
by rascal flatts
at the top of our
lungs
and, on afternoons,

we would race each other
feet had taken us
continued in our eyes
despite the distance.

and not realize how far our
because the prairie’s nature
the same way it was

Ilana Drake is a sophomore at Vanderbilt University. Ilana is a student activist and writer. Her work has been
published in Ms. Magazine, PBS NewsHour, and The 74 among other publications. Her poetry has been featured in
Flare Journal, WriteGirl's Lines & Breaks, and pomegranate lit. Ilana is involved at the national level in inclusion
work through Special Olympics.
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TEARDROPS THAT SAY
INSHALLAH
Isra Hassan

how is it that you have abandoned aqueducts / my friend / i get graced with rain
showers everyday / meeting the land of no resistance / i don’t mind / nature’s
ablution

MY CHILD
has become accustomed to a sorrow that shudders ⌀ my cries ruptured the petty
Richter scale and still you ignored my chest heaving * ribs breaking * a second time
⌀ you know * i never intended to birth you twice ⌀ a mother besieged by her
mercenary son ⌀ my heart breaks ⌀ my demise will be unearthed and when it has
arrived * when i am no longer * i pray you see it ⌀ it’s what you deserve

Isra is a humanist critic, essayist, and poet based in Minneapolis, MN. You cannot escape her. She’s @israology
everywhere.
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TWO POEMS
Ivan de Monbrison

1
Silence is made of paper.
You read each page one by one,
but each page is empty, like oblivion.
There was our exile, shortly before death.
The memory was this pebble,
which you took in your hand,
as if you would throw it into the water.
The tree is a window.
If you open it, you can see further.
A singer who sings on the road,
and behind him a little boy,
black as a raven, who’s talking to himself.
2
The painting is nailed to the wall.
There is a lake in the center.
The road comes out of the forest.
There is an eagle.
There is a woman who says nothing.
We walked for a long time in the sun.
The dead have come out of the tombs
to watch us pass.
That was four years ago,
that was four centuries ago, I think.
And the picture has been erased.
25
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Молчание сделано из бумаги.
Ты читаешь каждую страницу одну за другой,
Но каждый лист пуст, как забвение.
Там было наше изгнание, незадолго до смерти.
Памятью была этот камешек, который ты взял в руку,
словно бросишь в воду.
Дерево — это окно.
Если ты откроешь его, ты сможешь увидеть дальше.
Певец, который поет на дороге,
а сзади маленький мальчик,
черный как ворон,
и который разговаривает сам с собой.
Картина прибита к стене.
В центре находится озеро.
Из леса выходит дорога.
Есть орел.
Есть женщина, которая ничего не говорит.
Мы долго гуляли на солнце.
Мертвые вышли из гробниц,
чтобы посмотреть, как мы проходим.
Это было четыре года назад,
это было четыре века назад, мне кажется.
И картина стирается.

Ivan de Monbrison is a French poet and artist living in Paris born in 1969 and affected by various types of mental
disorders.
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TOGETHER
Jake Farnsworth
I'm forcing
These pieces
Together. Ignoring
their curves, And indents.
Scattering them even further
To the edges
Of the table,
Onto the floor.
There's one
At the bottom
Of my cup,
But I'm not thirsty.
She smiled,
Till even I couldn't
picture
The image that was.
Finding pieces
In my bed, Stuck
to my hair, Filling
My pockets.
A puzzle too massive.
Our brains need
A rest
From the imagining.
I'll cough up
The piece you need,
But only after
You've left the table.
I'm sorry for that,
For starting at the edges
When you insisted
We fill in the middle.
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GROWOUNDS
Jake Farnsworth
These four walls
tilted to turn themselves
inside
out. “To the wolves!”
They said.
No longer belonging,
and longing to turn
ourselves in from the cold.
I used to think
this is to be home.
Now, I see shelves.
Generations of clean things.
Stories upon stories
of unread and rewritten
Typ0s.
She loved, like words are stuck
In the back of my mind,
Whispering,
then chanting
and screaming and shouting
They say “I just don’t know sometimes.”
I fucked myself dead, to the point of a pen.
And she laughed.
My mother has a problem.
She never stops no matter the pain,
I always smile
despite that.
Prescribe me something, Doc.
Perhaps,
A plant that stimulates, but doesn't resolve that.
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Stars, and walls all realign,
Cuz they prescribe that.
We come together, in a warm room
where there’s food;
having a need, like
life or death addictions
to eat when we feast.
Like rabid bloodhounds,
scrounging for scraps.
Enough, you've had enough of that.
Today, we change.
The way that butterflies die,
and decompose.
These shelves fill my days.
These words I must change.
I could scrub a Typ0 clean,
Maybe then
Maybe then
I’d really mean something.

Jake is a dad, laborer and Barbarian. He enjoys a cool beer and a night in with his girls. You can find his blog at
jakestakehorrorjournal.com
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DIDACTIC SENRYU
Jerome Berglund

lagged for misinformation
newsstand
without a shred of real news

rooting underground
for the man’s scraps
truffle pig

lilies of the field parable
… ‘any about redwoods?’

big game hunter
watches discovery channel
Dynasty

taco salad
three-page spread
Kooning’s idea of liberated

Jerome Berglund is a poet and photographer from Minneapolis. He is author of the chapbooks "Bindle Bum" and
"Paint Chips". In his free time, he likes to educate, agitate, and organize. He tweets at @BerglundJerome, you can
read other writing publications here: https://flowersunmedia.wixsite.com/jbphotography/post/haiku-senryu-andhaiga-publications
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FOR CHIDINMA
John Chinaka

My love,
And you have now become my poems.
Permit me to adorn you with words tonight
As nothing again mattered to me except that
You are now like this foyer filled with petals;
Buds of roses, tonight I am here again.
You have become my joy and anchor
In these stormy hurricanes of my life.
I am lost but found within your web
I am lost in the shuffle of the nestles
But I am found by your love stretched out
Just like the petals of the sunflower
I am mesmerised by your love
Your love, I can't deny it, I treasure it
Come home tonight my lover
Come hold me tonight my lover
For each night that I think of you,
My inks flow in black and white.
Come take me to the mountains of love
And make me dwell there everlasting
For your love has found a lost soul
And into the Paradise, it shall lead me to.

John Chinaka Onyeche "Rememberajc" (he/his) is the author of the following poetry collections: “Echoes Across
The Atlantic”, “A Night Tale At The Threshold Of Howl”, “We Returned To Kiss The Cross”, “The Broken
Fort”, “ A Good Day For Tomorrow’s Coming”, and a chapbook “Chapters Of Broken Tales”. A husband, father
and poet from Nigeria. He writes from the city of Port Harcourt Rivers State, Nigeria. He is currently a student of
History and Diplomatic Studies at Ignatius Ajuru University Of Education Port Harcourt Rivers State. John
Chinaka can be reached through the following means: Rememberajc.wordpress.com Facebook.com/jehovahisgood
Twitter.com/apostlejohnchin Apostlejohnchinaka@gmail.com https://linktr.ee/Rememberajc
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LOOMINGS
Katie Palmer

Katie Palmer is a poet from Upstate NY. When she isn't writing, she enjoys petting her cats and exploring nature.
She tweets at @KatiePalmtreee.
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WHEN AUTUMN COMES
Kyriakos Efthimiades

In amber, copper and ginger
Leaves drift away
In the wet zephyr
When autumn comes
And as leaves blanket
The shimmering yellow crocus
An envy downpour commences
When autumn comes

Kyriakos Efthimiades is a lawyer-in-training and story writer from Greece. He loves literature, history, music and
Pokémon. In his free time, he assists his family in herb collecting. He tweets at @kiriakos_koulis
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GOING INTO WAR
Leanne Drain

On soft, gushes of wind
His invitation to speak is discrete
To listen to people who are weak
Come marching in the street
And hearts everywhere are unique.
Fighting warriors losing lives
As they come together as one
Protecting the summer sun
These wounds cannot be healed
But hope is now a shield.
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ADORE MY NAN
Leanne Drain

For all the small things I have done, like not being able to clean the floor or do the
washing, you were there.
You taught me with all the knowledge you have.
For all the small things I have voiced, you were always my driving force to speak.
For all the small things I have become, you are why I am who I am.
You have inspired me to be a better version of myself.
For all the small things in life, they seem pretty small to the average person, but to
me, they are much more. Thank you, Nan, for always having my back, being there,
and loving me. I adore you, your, my world, my rock, and my friend.
You, my inspiration, 're the main reason I get up in the morning to start a new day.
Without you, my world would be dark. I can't imagine my life without you.
That's why I worry, care and love you with all my heart.
Thanks, nan. You are genuinely the best. You are a fantastic lady with a great heart.
And a great
sense of humour. I will love you forever and always. I love you; nan gets well soon.

Leanne Drain is a poetry writer fom Essex England she has recently published a book on amazon through bookleaf
publishing. She tweets at @drainleanne.
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THE HAMLET
Lenin Kumar
Translated from the Odia by Pitambar Naik

Gasping in the loo, the alleyway ends
in the thistle jungle—the empty thatched shanties
tiles and bones, the face of a white cloud
and a stretched tongue from a bald mountain.
Dusk in the face the freshest serenades are silent,
no fire in the hearth place—with the utensils Cheru, Budhu, Veersha
and Ukiah have gone missing somewhere.
With the tattered clothes of bones,
enveloping the naked hunger,
the darkness is full of scary vultures. A stone
on my way squirms to be thronged into the gloominess.
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ANNIHILATION OF THE
WRETCHED
Lenin Kumar
Translated from the Odia by Pitambar Naik

Spotting from the map, burn their houses and villages
Gods are raining flowers from up, here it’s,
take the fire and make Tirlas dance in the fire
stripe them naked all along the road
there’re no heavenly clothes from up for them
rob, whatever you can.
Catch hold of the neck of a foetus and ask
to chant, Bharat Mata Ki Jay
set ablaze everything they have—the soil’s seedling letters
the great fluttering saffron is our culture
how far is Ram’s kingdom which is embellished
with the chopped heads of Sambhukas
tread upon village after village and city after city.
Stoop them down to let them lick the mythology,
our saliva, phlegm and spittle
would the fate of the predestination change
if converted to another religion to emancipate
from the halter rope, would our rule alter
which is birth-centric and caste-oriented?
Wipe out their wretched religion depriving them
of their rice, kicking them; obliterate the
patron system, they’re born to clean our
excreta and lift the throne of ours till their death.
Here, take the fire, om mlechhaya swaha—let it be so, annihilate the wretched.

Bharat Mata Ki Jay means victory to mother India
This poem depicts the striking facts of casteism in India, how caste hatred kills the Dalits and
Adivasis, and how the so-called upper caste Hindus celebrate it on a daily basis.
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THE CYCLE OF TIME
Lenin Kumar
Translated from the Odia by Pitambar Naik

Lumps of flowers have rained from
the sky, bloodied with blessings—
I’ve grown the crops of hunger.
I’ve bordered the fields with thistles
but I’ve stumbled down myself.
I’ve driven the green forest away
in grief-filled melody
and my own horned shadow.
In empty terror, I’m sleepless
night after night
I’ve cohabited with the scarecrows.
Who has robbed the earth from beneath
my feet, the greenery from the sweat
the sun from the morning, the chirping
from the blood, and the wings from
my soupy dream?
The past, the present and the future
are speechless
the crops of hunger are the cycle of time
I’ve got a sickle in my hand
is it to chop off my neck?

Lenin Kumar, though he studied AMIE, Electronics & Tele Communication Engineering, he ended up being an
activist. He's been active in various people's movements in Odisha for the past 2 decades. He has one collection of
poetry in Odia, Bhokabhuin and 2 collections of translated works Rohini's Madaka ru Sadaka (poetry) and Udaya
Prakash's Paul Gomarara Scooter O Anyanna Galpa (short fiction). He is the editor for Nissan Magazine and lives in
Bhubaneswar, India.
Pitambar Naik is an advertising professional. His work appears or is forthcoming in The McNeese Review, The
Notre Dame Review, Packingtown Review, Rise Up Review, Ghost City Review, Glass: A Journal of Poetry, The
Indian Quarterly, and elsewhere. The Anatomy of Solitude (Hawakal) is his debut book of poetry. He grew up in
Odisha and lives in Bangalore, India.
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Nora Fitzsimmons is in her third year of her BA and minoring in French. She
is currently focusing on lithography, multimedia sculpture and portraiture.
She enjoys exploring vulnerability and how it relates to personal relationships.
Nora hopes that her work forms a sense of familiarity between her and the
viewer. You can view more of her work on instagram: @nora_fitz12.
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EPIPHANY AFTER I
SWALLOW
Mateo Perez Lara
Whatever runs through me, I’ll token.
he does not define me, if I rage, I had a reason.
if I create violence, it was for protection.
You cannot bury your gays and call it honor.
You cannot slay living beings and call it justified.
I will be angry, and I have reason.
whatever punctures, I’ll reverberate
you won’t forget, I won’t let you forget.
You want my money. You want my honey.
You want. You cannot have everything.
for all the straight people who take over gay bars
because they like the “experience”, holding space
encroaching on places you’ve pushed us towards
for the suspended silence when we say it’s okay
because we are programmed to worship
patriarchy and tradition.
for the men who beat flesh, beat on themselves, and call it necessary
give them a taste of what they’ve given us. Aversion. Shock. Spike. Brain.
Body. Flame.
my head to your chest. Call it lovely. My tongue to your belly button. Call it desire.
call me faggot. Endless Wanderer. Fat. Ugly. Call me.
how sweet. How tender. Manipulator.
go on, finish inside me. Sprinkle the salt lings. All wet.
create the circle I’ll despair. I’ll disappear.
leave you shivering. Leave you wanting.
It’s not over yet.
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NIGHT TERROR
Mateo Perez Lara

vengeful sun god, the struck-burned mouth, atop a mountain of forever, led me up a peak of
need. I lay down. I am unafraid, properly living, suddenly this place crumbles I tumble down to a
fall-apart house brown-white garage of tools, a plunged dagger into my body, took out the heart
to eat but I’m still alive, still earsplitting. Next the cemetery, the house in Delano, spiders biting
and chasing my cats, zombies breaking in, demons stealing away my grandma, my papa, my
puppy, the gray-coal bars on the windows, I can’t escape. The dangerous man outside waiting
and watching, all the lights on, the crawling woman, the sea-sick cousin, the gun to my head, him
breaking down the door to shoot, hiding in the tub. You stir to reality, to the cruel, still there
shifting
like a news story: family fragmented in its closeness
a serrated blade, a cracked wet floor, millions of mosquitoes
their lesion, still knowing a harm on quiet vessels
we want love, but no, not like that
family encourages happiness, with a gun
to love a son who has done harm
but what then if we don’t talk about it?
such a supportive system of silence
we will not talk about mental illness
unless one of us dies, one of us cries
withdrawals, puts their shadow back
into a pattern understood like locked car doors
we will not talk about predatory behavior
from the cousins who were supposed to be
watching the children, why did the parents
let the children sleep //
believe in good things
how can you believe in good things—
then wake up screaming
how can you
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TOTEM: QUEER ENTROPY
Mateo Perez Lara

Even as I stepped out of self
rage engulfed my pluming eternity
which sizzled off tongue
glittering reminder
to caress these
stretch marks
and finger me
every memento trapped a terror
each horror inspired a personal movie
// merciless resolve, a death token
for each lover and each grief
that claimed the disorder of
memory and haunting
which forever
swells in the queer body
I’m alone.—I’m lonely—I’m blowing—everything—out of—proportion.

Mateo Perez Lara is a queer, non-binary, Latine poet from California. They received their M.F.A. in Poetry from
Randolph College’s Creative Writing Program. They are an editor for Block Chronicles and a Communications
Specialist for Nectar Digital Collaborative. They have a chapbook, Glitter Gods, published with Thirty West
Publishing House. Their poems have been published in EOAGH, The Maine Review, PANK, and elsewhere.
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WHEN I SAW MY VISION
Melissa Dorval
You wore clouds
and stood in the make-believe meadow,
the fake flora field.
Staring off,
away,
at the artificial landscape.
I heard you say so much
as you said
nothing at all.
Resolute,
feet planted firmly
on wildflower set.
Stock still,
you belong.
Yet you seem
surprised to be here
in these different lights.
Oh, when you feel a picture,
the ink blue hat,
the sweater made for
hugs and comfort.
Stubbled checks,
weathered hands
held clasped.
When you feel a picture,
the connection
to someone reinvented,
a knitting of
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heart and stomach
together.
Bellflower, vivid eyes
above broad shoulders,
humble yet proud.
To imagine something
thousands of times
and finally,
see it.
Inspired,
invigorated,
By the image of you.

Melissa Dorval has had her poems, short stories, and articles published in The Offering, The Lowell Connector, and The
Shirley Volunteer. Her latest flash fiction piece will be featured in the inaugural issue of The Sixpence Society Literary
Journal this fall. Dorval's debut novel, CYPSELAE, is currently in the developmental editing stages with an independent
publisher in New Hampshire. In 2009, Dorval graduated magna cum laude with a B.A. in Creative Writing from the
University of Massachusetts - Lowell, where best-selling author, Andre Dubus III, served as her mentor. When she's not
writing, Dorval enjoys sewing and is a nanny to two children and a pet mom to eight rescue animals.
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UNRAVEL MY SKIN
Morgan Anderson

my body trembles amidst your touch,
my skin crumbles like a cicada's.
unravel the pale, unleash the blush,
isolate my scent like resedas.
make wishes on my lashes like
my irises hold all your dreams,
kiss me till your serotonin spikes
and our lips taste like ice cream.
feel my rhythm escaping
the confines of my rib cage,
i see my world reshaping
and soon it will claim your stage.
disguise this emotion
as a casual tryst,
memorize the motion
of our very last kiss,
watch us fall apart,
and for the last time
unravel my skin
as we say goodbye.

Morgan Anderson is a high schooler based in Georgia. She has found comfort in prose and poetry and makes it her goal to
share her emotions with the world. She enjoys Taylor Swift, the works of Emily Dickinson, and Dr Pepper. Morgan also
draws a lot of inspiration from her childhood and philosophical thinking. A majority of her poetic work is inuenced by
her relationship with her mother and fascination with love.
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COMMERCIAL BREAK
Oliver Kleyer

The marketing department screams
neon signs across a billboard sky,
seductively, the mannequins in the windows
woo the customers.
With a rhetorics gun, the head designer
aims at the target group.
Heart shot!
And the survivors hide
in the market niche.
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ASSAM
Oliver Kleyer

after Tomas Tranströmer
After a short bath,
he looks at me
expectingly.
I blink into the darkness,
before it fills me
for endless seconds,
his warmth and strength
flowing through me.
And while the tealeaves
tell me of temples and tombs,
the Gupta’s glory & Karbi Anglong,
no matter where I am,
with every sip I sit
in an armchair in the Espresso
House Gothenburg,
waiting for the most beautiful
sound in the world.
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SCATTERING
Oliver Kleyer

Oliver Kleyer teaches German as a Second Language in a Refugee Camp in Northern Germany. His works have appeared
in Wortwahl, Das zerbrochene Wort, KCB the mag and anthologies. When not teaching or writing, he's travelling the
world.
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THE LAST MEAL WE'LL HAVE
Olivia Thomakos

“There’s something in your teeth,”
she says, splitting the bill for the split
dessert. She smirks as I squirm,
grab toothpicks from the table and stab
gums bleeding from the effort.
She pulls cotton swabs from her purse,
swirls too close to her ear drum:
habitually taking things too far.
Her used Q-tip holds too many secrets –
wax whispers stick to the bin liner with
my class crush and the boy-band posters
littering my bedroom walls. See that tree?
Budding pink on the roof? It knocks
the restaurant window, reminding me
I am stuck between enamel and glass,
a swallow and a scream. Banana flesh slips
free from incisors as a branch breaks,
hangs by a ramus. The magnolia blames
the wind, its gauche companion. While mine
is still dividing an odd number evenly.
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WHEN A LOVER COMES BACK
Olivia Thomakos

they may remember
how you painted your nails red
or comment
on the blonde in your hair.
They may ask
about your apartment’s mouse
(you’d forgotten),
or say your bookshelves are overfull.
With their memories, they’ll hold a mirror,
reflecting you—
a version of you.
The one who slung a backpack on one shoulder,
listened to Prince on repeat,
whose karaoke song was Dancing Queen.
You’ll blush as they brush by, stare
at their silhouette in the dark hallway
against the bathroom window light,
but alone you’ll realize
it was never about them,
though a part of you
wants to remember how it felt so good.
You do not let them stay for breakfast,
instead open a bottle of new polish,
paint your nails a naked red.
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PUPA PHASE
Olivia Thomakos
I.
She was chitin and wind, spinning
silence in the dark.
One bat of her wings, flap of her eyelashes
and hurricanes swept Hawai’i.
While I was hiking grassy hilltops,
she was swirling on a semi-circle stage:
smoke / mirrors / crowds
pockets stacked on heavy handbags.
Pink ballet slippers sifted powders softly,
my hands hungry for her touch.
II.
He didn’t mean much.
I mean
he did,
but in the great scheme of things
he was nothing
more than antennae
and legs
and cocoon.
A bug on a leaf on a tree in my forest.
One day his shell was shaking,
leaf grooving
and before I knew it
I was aching for the most
understated butterfly of the kaleidoscope.
His reds vibrant but not cocky,
dramatic black not overbearing.
Each landing / a kiss that took its time.
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KNOTS
Olivia Thomakos

I used to think the best job
ever would be an Untangler.
Begged athletes on school buses
to let me twist
their headphone wires
until the music ran straight.
Spent the hour before

birthday party
my twentieth

pinching metal against metal

nails
with the tips of my

until my neighbor’s triple strand necklace hung free,
when tang
so I didn’t mind I got led
in you.
the knots
up

Olivia is a writer and teacher from Ohio. She is winner of the 2022 Grierson Verse Prize and Poetry Editor-in-Chief
of the From Arthur's Seat volume seven anthology. She has recently completed her MSc in Creative Writing at the
University of Edinburgh.
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Angela Patera is a self taught artist that likes to make art of
who and whatever inspires her. Her original art usually
contains elements of fantasy and/or horror and she also loves
to draw scenes from nature. She uses many different mediums,
but her favorite are watercolors. You can find her on both
Twitter and Instagram as: @angela_art13
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IT REMEMBERS YOU
Robin Neal

The way you curled into yourself to avoid its burn. Your
isolation at daybreak as it lit the blush river rocks. Its piercing
glint reflected from the rushing water, trying to stun you from
your silence. How your toes pressed to sand as you stared at the
blooming peach sky. It painted this canvas to open your eyes
and lead you out of the night. How glossy and buttered you
were, yearning for help. Oh how the light wanted to pick you
up and hold you, take your hand and protect you from your
low, rolling tragedy. It didn’t have hands or eyes so you turned
and ran. Somehow the light finds a way into the things we
cannot share.
Do you remember the light? Dappled and silhouetting. Loved
pink. Iced grey. When it crossed your path and crisped your
field? When it tinged your two-year-old skin pink or isolated
your shadow, hands clasped in reverence?
But oh the light
the light
the light.
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ARTICHOKE HEART
Robin Neal

when I was 8 years old
I shed my first heart wing
tender wrist pressed
to the metal lampshade
that lit the piano keys
the sizzle and smell:
my skin’s death
has never left me
washed in the lake water
the blister peeled away
bobbled to the surface
everything calling to me
on the cusp of extinction
peace in my mortality
I tip-toed back to my camp,
careful not to bend
my glass joints.
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A SCATTERING
Robin Neal

Once I held your feathers, just fallen
in my hands, you flowered into being.
Beauty. What a name!
how withered now
Like deflated balloons
of celebration
Are you disappearing?
no says the hummingbird ruby-throated
I am everywhere
everywhere.
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ESTRANGEMENT IS AN
INTERESTING FRUIT
Robin Neal

In the garden, I cry
writing of the phlox glinting in the dew.
Each falling petal, a memory
of my father’s unchoosing.
Last season’s baptisia droops
seed pods rattling.
Somehow things ghost us
the silence deafening.
My thoughts wind around my mind
seeing wound, after word
after apathetic eye.
What happens to those who stay
to watch you burn?
I persist in the grass
watch the fallen petals keep shape
after death.
Inhale into the right side body
extend my fingertips
expand my rib cage.
I find him wedged there too
between my bony spaces
wrecking the soft tissue.
His absence tangible in the way I walk
in each bite of food
in the way that I love.
I cannot undo him.
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A SLOW VIOLENCE
Robin Neal

After “Rowing” by Anne Sexton
Was the seed of her mind
infested with the rat?
Or somehow,
with its toothy grin,
did your fleshy matter
make a home for it?
No matter.
God’s lobster traps
were full of them.
They fell in droves
at the top
of each crested wave.
Sustained
on the scraps
of your thoughts;
cowered to
the blank stare
of the beater’s eye.
Beat with words.
Beat with fists.
Beat with choices.
Beat with abandonment.
Beat, beat, beat.
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Beat into submission,
stuffed into this empty capsule,
mimicking love;
you thought it was love.
This poem serves
as the empty capsule
of His presence.
Your call reverberates.
Echo close,
in your loneliness.
Love’s hope,
a ghost’s friend.
Rats outta the bag now.
Jumped off the page,
followed me home.
Assuredly, I swallowed it.
Down, down, down.
Rat hair and all,
lodging in the pit of my heart.
I must rest now for me.
I must rest now for us.
Soon I’ll keep on rowing
into the light.

Robin Neal is a graduate student at the MFA creative writing program at Lindenwood University. She has been
previously published in The Raven’s Perch, Filter Coffee Zine, The Wild Word and The North Magazine. She
resides in Spring Hill, TN as a mother, wife, woman, creative dreamer, and writer. Most importantly she writes for
all women who have something to say and know there is a meaning to their lives. For the past 17 years she has
worked as a nutritional scientist and this influences her work today.
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ETERNAL FIGHT
Suzanne Lavallee

Creeping through closed hallways,
i pray i may find the light.
under bookshelves,
and mothballsAnd claw-winged demons losing a fight.
Circling the words across the pages, biting
with all my mightclosing fingers across worn words,
hidden in a hallway under glass swords.
Begging the words the come to life,
fingers poised against a knife.
My target watches in the mirror,
this whole scene must feel familiar.
closer, and closer,
she knows my plight,
eternal battle to end in just one night.
cemeteries speak true words,
i close my eyes,
brightly flitting fireflies.
Open again- and my foe
has vanished,
leaving me worn and tired,
hungry and famished.
The sun comes up,
streams through the window.
Another day gone, and i think to myselfthis game is taking far too long.

Suzanne Lavallee (She/Her) is an eighteen year old writer based in a small town in New England. She is the cofounder of The Limelight Review, an online literary magazine for disabled & neurodivergent voices as well as a
volunteer for The Authors of Tomorrow. She can be found writing, listening to Lana Del Rey, or on social media:
@suzannelvwrites & IG: @suzanneofthebooks
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NEW PLACES
Uchechukwu Onyedikam
wandering in the open wild
seeking strange adventures —
and new culture and new people
of vast human diversity!
I come from the other place
where we tell tales under the tree
while the moonlight peep through
the leaves, and plant a stare upon us
here we dance to the sound, rhythm;
to the drum rolls of "djembe" as we
raise new places with the dust of our feet
spiraling to the ears of the ancestors
here we sing with the mother tongue
and throw our voices to the silence
of the air and clap-talk with our hands —
conquering new places with our tribal mark!
we are not confined to borderline
nor restricted to the hand on the wall
tick-tocking unideal reasons of time zone —
we are disturbing new places with our Ijele:
the ancient art of our voices & the beautiful
belonging it spreads across these places
with firm grasp of our identify as a People
that comes from afar yet close to YOU.

Salt-and-pepper wild African voice whose grapefruit leaks of the ancient wisdom of the men that walked the face of mother earth before
him — Uchechukwu Onyedikam (Mystic Poet); is a creative artist who's based in Lagos, Nigeria. He's been published in several
reputable journals & magazines both in print & online. With regards to the intense passion he nurtures for poetry, he's opened to work
with other creatives from around the world; as he looks forward to exploring all of humanity with word in a world where everyone else is
hurting from bombs & guns. Get familiar with his work titled Ten Years on YouTube: https://youtu.be/rXxmuJseh8w
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LAYERS OF AUTUMN
Xalynn Perez

I watched summer fade to a calm breeze
from scorched days now turning leaves and
brisk mornings. I make my coffee
extra hot; sweet and burning, the
scented candles glow, I stray from
the cold with layers of autumn
towards cinnamon and clove and
heavy knitted blankets, endless
fluffy socks to sweaters—bundled
up there is still a desire,
a slow burning fire— the warmth
you share, no heavy coat could match
or compare and the spark of your
touch would last through a harsh winter.

Xalynn Perez is an aspiring poet living in Austin, Tx. In her free time she enjoys shooting film photography, visiting
local coffee shops, and cuddling with her cat Max.
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RESISTANCE
Yewande Akinse

and so, our fists are raised as a symbol of the resistance
against prejudiced waters seeking only to engulf
united against erected prisms of perpetual oppression and nuance
this formidable army – sunburnt, rain washed, snow frozen, now crying – enough
is enough
our stories matter and so do our lives
our futures matter and so do our dreams
standing here, uninfluenced by unflattering archives
nor swayed by discrediting schemes
agelong is the struggle for equity and inclusion
rights are not given freely but enforced
by adjudication by legislation, by agitation
if we be silent, upon the unborn shall injustice be reinforced
and so, we must fight, with the instrumentality of voice and placards
not only for us, but for those coming behind
that they may know we were neither slackers nor laggards
but spined warriors refusing to be confined
let it be known that bias is not inherited but taught
intolerance can be unlearnt
for we are our own undoing or support
salve or hurt

Yewande Akinse is a Nigerian Lawyer, Storyteller, Poet and Author of two collections of Poems titled ‘A tale of
being, of green and of ing..’ (2019) and Voices: A collection of poems that tell stories’ (2016). Her poems have
appeared in Afritondo, Trampset, Galleyway, Lumiere Review, The Open Culture Collective, Nightingale and
Sparrow, The Agam Agenda, and elsewhere.
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THE HOME RUN BY A CHILD
Zoey Rosensteel

The little boy wanders back home
His mother was not there
His father was out at the bar
His sister drinking milk
The neglect in his home was not new
He grew up with this life
He bathed and then wandered to find new
clothes Once dressed, he went upstairs
He took his sisters bottle down
He quickly filled it up
Then his sister went back to bed
He needed to hurry
His parents would quickly be home
The dishes were not done
The house was a wreck from today
And he was only 6

Zoey Rosensteel is ecstatic to be back here. She’s been published many times and is a High School writer from PA. In her free
time she likes to video game and read.
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BODHI SPILLS THE TEA
Althea Hughes
The plan to eat a face full of beef and chicken was a go.
Driver’s license.
Check. My best friend Harvest got her driver’s license two weeks ago.
Tell our parents a plausible lie about our whereabouts.
Check. The mall, of course.
Turn off location trackers on our phones.
Check. Well, duh.
Money.
Check. Cash, not debit or credit cards.
The weather.
Check. A cloudless June day at 11:30am.
Location.
Check. A McDonald’s just above the Maryland state line in York, Pennsylvania.
We sat in the parking lot inside Harvest’s insanely old hand-me-down gold 2009 Saturn Vue.
Harvest insisted we go to the “drive thru.” “It’s quick, easy, in and out. No one would notice us.”
“No. I want to smell the inside of a McDonald’s! I want the full experience of fast food. I want to eat
inside and savor my Big Mac.”
A Big Mac! The moment was finally here! I thanked YouTube content creators “McChicken” and
“choquitoflojo” with fervent regularity for uploading old Big Mac commercials to their channels. They
had a combined total of one hundred forty-one YouTube subscribers. I was one of them. The
commercials changed, but the refrain was the same from 1960 to 2022: Two all-beef patties, special
sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, onions on a sesame seed bun. I’d eaten all those things except the special
sauce and beef. Harvest had been slipping me cheese since we were twelve years old. She was a vegetarian.
Cheese was allowed in her house. I was not so lucky. My parents were vegan. Ergo, I was too.
Her parents were also hippies, like mine. In fairness to my parents, my dad had prostate cancer when he
was twenty years old. He became a vegan, and juices leafy greens, lemons, and apples every day. He
doesn’t even allow caffeinated drinks in the house. The Gates’ were also a DIY family, which is why their
2009 Saturn, the last year it was produced, still ran smooth as butter (and I’ve only eaten butter at their
house – did I mention that we are homeschooled?).
She rolled her eyes. “Bodhi, the longer we stay in the restaurant, the greater the chances someone is
going to see us.”
“We’re in another state. No one knows us in Pennsylvania. You know you want to eat inside too. Stop
being so scared of your parents.”
“Look!” Harvest pointed to a sign as we got out of the car. “Curbside pickup. Hello…We can stay in the
car. They’ll bring the food to us.”
“Whatever.” I waved my hand as we walked toward the restaurant. “Twenty-Twenty called. It wants its
pandemic back. Even our veggie anti-vax parents got us vaccinated. We are good. We are walking into
this McDonald’s.” An unfamiliar smell hit my nostrils. “What’s that smell?”
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“Grease. Oil. Burnt flesh. Flour. Chicken and beef. Smells awesome!” Harvest said.
“I love it too.” I opened the door for my best friend. “After you…”
My first fast food restaurant. Ever. The only customers were three white haired grandmothers licking
their vanilla ice cream cones. The tables were all wood and the chairs were either orange, bright green, or
yellow. “Let’s order from the kiosk.” The yellow “wet floor” triangle greeted us before the employees
did.
We stood in front of a white bright kiosk about to order. Harvest stopped me. “It says it doesn’t take
cash payments. We agreed to pay cash. We have to order at the counter.” We walked over to the counter
to see a guy about our age with bushy curly hair and glasses. His nametag read Andrew. He asked us,
“Can I take your order?”
I ordered a Spicy Chicken Deluxe, Big Mac, large fries, and a sweet tea. Harvest ordered a Minute Maid
Strawberry Watermelon Slushie, a Quarter Pounder with Cheese and Bacon, large fries, and a
McChicken sandwich.
Andrew totally smiled at us. “That’ll be thirty-seven dollars and sixty-four cents.” I paid him in exact
change. I was ready. The smell was the best. I had never smelled burnt flesh before, and it was awesome.
Harvest looked around nervously. “Did you remember to turn off the location on your phone?”
“Yes, of course. I thought of everything. Relax,” I said.
We got our food and sat down. The group of grandmothers smiled at us. “Can we come back
tomorrow?” I asked Harvest as I unwrapped my chicken sandwich. She didn’t answer me. She was
already eating. I took a bite of my chicken sandwich. The taste of bread, mayonnaise, tomatoes, lettuce,
and spicy chicken sent me to another realm. I could eat this way every day. I washed it down with the
sweet tea. I took bites of the Big Mac and the fries and washed them down with more tea. This food was
better than I could have imagined.
***
My stomach was killing me. And my lips, tongue and face were still swollen even after the Epinephrine
shot. I could speak a little better than a few minutes ago, but no one could comprehend my words. Not
that it made a difference to my parents. They made sure that I and everyone else in the ER understood
them. I laid in the hospital bed unable to speak clearly…with my parents yelling at me, over me, and at
each other.
“I told you this was going to happen! I said she would rebel against us by going to McDonald’s!” My
father screamed at my mother. He stood to the left of my bed. My mother stood on my right.
“I didn’t think she’d actually do it! God, Bodhi. Couldn’t you have smoked weed like a normal kid?
There’s some hidden in the master bathroom if you ever want to try pot.”
“Rebecca!”
“What? If I tell her where it is, she won’t be rebelling.”
“Our teenage daughter’s face looks like she went ten rounds with Mike Tyson and you’re condoning
her smoking weed? Our weed?”
My parents smoke pot? They won’t even eat potato chips but marijuana is okay?
“Oh, save it, Brad. I’m gonna need to smoke the entire stash before I explain this to my mother. She’s
going to be praying for Bodhi’s soul before---"
“Mr. and Mrs. Esselstyn?” The doctor arrived in time to save me from my parents. “I’m Dr. Reynolds.”
This man was a Harry Styles clone. If my face wasn’t swollen like a balloon, I’d have flirted with him.
No chance of that happening. He talked to me first. “Bodhi, is it getting easier for you to breathe?” I
nodded my head.
“We’re going to keep you here until the swelling goes down completely. It’s going to be a few hours.”
He looked at my parents. “Your daughter’s friend told us she consumed a lot of animal protein, dairy,
and salt, all at the same time. You say she’s never eaten these things?”
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“Never. She’s been vegan since birth. No meat. No cheese. We are an SOS-free home,” my mother said.
Well, not never…Cheese remains number one in my book…
Dr. Reynolds asked, “What’s SOS-free?”
“Salt, oil, and sugar-free cooking,” my mother said. “Our body is a temple. My daughter is the picture of
health. She has stayed out of doctor’s offices.” She glared at me. “Until now.”
I rolled my eyes.
“Bodhi had multiple exposures to new foods at the same time. She needs to be taken to an allergist for
skin testing,” Dr. Reynolds said. “I’ll get you a list. Start calling them today. See whoever can get her in
the fastest. She also needs two or three good bowel movements, and she should be fine.”
Can this get any more humiliating?
***
Four days, three bowels movements, two blood draws, and one skin allergy test later, the answer was yes.
“Your daughter is allergic to orange pekoe,” Dr. Jessica Augustsson told us.
“Orange what? What’s that?” I asked, trapped again between my parents. This time in a small white
office.
“Orange pekoe is a type of black tea. It comes from India and Sri Lanka. Bodhi, you drank tea at
McDonald’s, yes?”
A nod was all I could muster.
“That’s it then. The tea is the source of your allergic reaction.”
“She’s not allergic to beef or dairy?” my father asked.
“No, she’s not. She can eat those freely.”
I’m not gonna lie. That did make me smile for a moment.
The good doctor handed my mother two pieces of paper. “These are two lists. One has the most
commonly used grade names of orange pekoe. The other is a list of types of black teas.” Dr. Augustsson
looked at me. “In the future, to be safe, avoid drinking black tea.”
“Not even chai tea?” my mother whined.
“That’s caffeinated, Rebecca,” my dad shot back.
“I’m not your daughter. Brad. I’ve drank tea plenty of times since we’ve been together. Somehow Bodhi
missed out on that pleasure.”
I stopped listening at that point. Now this was the definition of humiliating. I thought I had thought of
everything. Tea blew up me and Harvest’s plan? WTF?

Althea Christina Hughes is the award-winning novelist of Walking the Line. Her fiction has or will appear in The
Linguistique Mystique, Sanctuary, AntipodeanSF, Glint, Flash Fiction Magazine and the speculative fiction anthology
Grandpa’s Deep-Space Diner. She is an MFA Creative Writing student at Reinhardt University and an Adjunct Professor at
Towson University. She loves to sing and cook (usually at the same time). Karaoke is her jam. Twitter: @mochaangels.
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PHALLUSES IN A RAGE OF
ANTITHESIS
Elisha Oluyemi
Mother palmed the table, spitting on the concrete floor, her face glowing red. A couple of stainless steel
plates and cups rattled and slipped off the table, leaving a stream of clatter to dribble into our ears—
mine, my sisters', and my dad's. We all flinched in response, frowns etched in our faces. Dad reached for
the fallen utensils and picked them up—silently. Mother was leaned over, fat hands pressed against the
table, glowing black hair locks framing her square and crumpled face.
I pulled my hand away from my mouth. My fingers held the morsel of Ewédú-coated amala which I was
going to swallow but now found impossible, thanks to Mother—the Matriarch, our family's sole
representative of the goddesses of Ijebagi, our dear land. I returned the morsel into the soup plate and
rinsed my hand in the wash-bowl. Eyes were eating at me, and I knew it. How could I rinse my hand
before the Matriarch did? How could I return a soup-coated morsel that already touched my mouth?
How could I—
"Jaiye," Mother called. "Shove that amala back into your mouth and swallow it immediately."
I nodded and rinsed my hand and picked up the abandoned morsel, pressed it with my five fingers into a
smooth lump, soaked it in the Ewédú soup and slipped it in my mouth like it were a death pill that I had
to munch with a straight face. I heard a gurgle in my throat and felt the lump slide down my insides.
Once I was sure it now rested inside me, I glanced at Mother. She nodded, easing her attention back to
someone else: the one who triggered this mess.
Dad.
Dad too had stopped eating, but he was yet to rinse his hand, because he dared not—lest he be struck by
the goddesses of Ijebagi. In Ijebagi, no one rinsed their hand after eating except the Matriach first did—
except you were in the line of Mothers, except you were a female. Women cooked. Women were first.
They washed their hands first. They left the table first. Men weren't men. They only had to use their
strength to help with one hard thing—that thing like creating babies. As for the rest of things, our
women were strong enough to do them. War. Chores. Hard work. Name them. Lording the house.
My sisters licked their souped fingers and rinsed their hands and rubbed them dry with a napkin. Then
they sat back and watched. They were privileged after all, just like Mother was privileged to wield power
over everything that concerned our family—everything, including Dad.
"But," Dad spoke, a croaky wounded voice, rearing his head to look at my fuming mother. "Think about
it, Matriach, we have just one son. Just one!"
"Stop it already, Bankole. Stop it!" Mum palmed the table again. This time, nothing rattled, except my
mind. Dad was pulling the legs of trouble. But did he know it?
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Mother sat down. Finally. She reclined in the chair. The foam-stuffed armrests sank beneath her strong
arms. "Baba Jaiye." Jaiye's father.
"I'm here, Matriarch."
"Have you been studying other people's culture?"
Dad frowned. These days, he always frowned, but today it was more of curiosity than worry. Curiosity
about what the Matriarch was driving at. He growled, punctuating each question with a characteristic
head-swing. "How do you mean? What other people?"
Mother gazed at him. I traced the gaze like it were a visible line. It ended in Dad's eyes. When he couldn't
endure the scrutiny, he looked down, then gulped water. I suspected what Mother was worried about,
but I didn't speak. I only swallowed.
Mum shook her head. "You've been learning new things, haven't you? You've been studying, trying to
change things. We are different from the other lands, the other tribes, Bankole. Nothing can change this
fact! Not even the books you read!"
That last morsel, the one that already rested inside me, sprung up, rushing up my throat and filling my
mouth with gritty sourness. I expected to see Dad frown in defeat, but he argued on: "What are you
talking about? Weren't we discussing a different thing just now!"
But Dad knew what Mother was talking about, else he wouldn't have complained about our family
having just one son. And he wouldn't have subtly begun to skip the title 'Matriarch' when addressing
Mother. He was beginning to rebel and I knew why. Yes, I recently caught him reading a novel titled,
'The Secret Lives of Baba Segi's Wives'; then after about two days, I caught him strongly engrossed in
another book, titled 'Things Fall Apart'. He slipped it behind him once he saw me coming, but the book
fell down the stool he sat on. I pretended I saw nothing, but the lines of worry etched into Dad's face
seemed to have originated from the contents of the book he had been reading. So I stole Things Fall
Apart and the other book from his drawer later that night and finished the latter but read over two
hundred pages of the former—till I fell asleep then woke up to discover they were missing.
Did Mum find the book?
If she did, then did she consider that there was no way I, a broke seventeen-year old boy from rural
Ijebagi, would get some cash and spend it on books that were seemingly older than my mind—that I was
too immature to pull such a stunt? Was that why she wasn't all that focused on me?
I caught Mum's eyes floating towards me. Oh no. I swallowed. She pointed at me. "Jaiye! You
understand the situation, don't you? It's all over your face, unlike your shameless father who is afraid to
show anything except his cowardice."
"I won't take this from you any longer. Enough of this!" Dad spluttered—a trembling cackle. The
'Matriarch' title is missing again. "I'm a man. You're a woman. A goddamn woman." Then he spat. And
he spat again. Beside Mother.
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A tang filled my mouth and heat rushed to my head, causing me to itch all over. My sisters muttered an
'ah', their eyes glowing in their gaping sockets, assuring me that this was no mishearing. Dad had, for the
first time in my existence, rebelled against Mother, rebelled against the sacred feminine. My lower jaw
jerked. Now, Dad would have to take back his words else he would be banished from Ijebagi. Our tribe
didn't tolerate a man defying the feminine figure—especially when the defied one is the family's
Matriarch. But I understood: this wasn't a spontaneous reaction; Dad had learned it from the book; he
had learned the way of rebellion from those two books he had been reading. Didn't Okonkwo of Things
Fall Apart sound this way? Didn't that man always shout at his wives? Wives—yes, there were more than
one mother in his home. His home—yes, he had a home, a gathering of people he controlled and
ordered here and there. And Baba Segi, that abominable father, he was the Lord of his own family,
amassing mothers like they were children, lording over them like he had all the right to (but, didn't he?).
Ah. Unlike this paradoxical system where people like Okonkwo of Things Fall Apart had no or tiny
balls, this place where my Dad and all the males of Ijebagi had to live a life of ironies—of swapped
positions. No man of Ijebagi would read those books and feel no challenge to his identity. But
tradition… was tradition. And culture, as long as it wasn't harmful, should remain appreciated.
I looked at Mother. Her forehead already turned pleated, and I imagined the three or four pleats
morphing into six or seven or thirteen folds. If that happened, perhaps she wouldn't be able to keep
gawking at Dad but would, instead, snatch him by the collar of his buba and spit in his face for
swapping his original balls for a pair of bigger, corrupted ones—ones offered to his groin by the pitiful
spirits of Okonkwo and Baba Segi. But Mother didn't attack Dad. She only giggled—her eyes
unblinking, as if she had no words to say, as if Dad's rebellion were nothing to worry about. As if—
"Did you learn this rubbish from those books? Did you learn how to defy reason, how to defy tradition,
from those books?" Mother's cold inquiry shoved my lazy stare at Dad's face. His brows creased, as
though it was his turn to frown. Like it were his turn to fall silent and plan a harmless offensive. He
definitely didn't imagine Mum knew about the books he'd been reading. Not that I knew, either; but
like Mother said the other time, I was smarter than Dad—or I only appeared so, due to my noticing the
disappearance of the book and relating it with this dining room ruckus.
Dad flattened his lips, his eyes dancing over his unwashed hand. He wouldn't do what I was thinking.
He wouldn't. He wouldn't complicate this further. He wouldn't anger the goddesses of Ijebagi. But the
head that was fated for a knock would shake off even a metal cap. The head that was fated for a knock
would push through the window of a vehicle. Dad dipped his hands into the wash-bowl and rinsed his
hands and wiped it with the napkin. Then, he sat back and stared at nothing, probably aware that our
eyes were gnawing at him, asking questions, probing why he had to go the way of damnation. Mother's
pleated forehead had strangely relaxed, but her lips were parted, heavy with unspoken words, and her
eyes were glistening. Things didn't have to change like this, she probably was thinking. Dad didn't have
to go all out like this just because he read two books of fiction that appealed so real he got sucked into it
and probably would never recover. Mum rapped her fingers on the table. My sisters' breath breezed into
my ears in this portentous silence and wrapped around me, around us. This didn't have to happen, they
too must have been thinking. No, Dad took it too far. Now I probed into his empty eyes and caught a
glitter of relief. One who did what nobody had ever done would see what nobody had ever seen. But if
we continued to shy away from making dares, wouldn't we remain uncertain about what would or
wouldn't change? Dad's lips twitched. Curled into a tiny smirk that wilted immediately. He looked
satisfied. Just for a few seconds. A few seconds, really. And I wished he had more time to relish this taste
of rebellion before he clawed his own chest, coughing. Coughing like it was all he needed to be
redeemed.
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My sisters rose first. Daughters were the closest to their fathers, weren't they? They rose as though they
knew the cough wasn't a simple reaction to some nasal or laryngeal irritation. They huddled around Dad
and began stroking his back as though they understood the cough must have been a scourge from the
goddesses of Ijebagi. Then, Mother eased up her feet, shaking her head, her Matriarchal pride wilting like
saggy, worn-out breasts. I remembered one of Okonkwo's wives, the one who carried her only and sick
daughter and travelled, trekking far away to seek healing for her, refusing to speak to anyone on the way
lest she lost her only chance to restore the girl's health. At this moment, Mother was like that mother.
And seeing the ashen ambience spreading across her face which was earlier red with rage, I suspected she
must have also read Dad's rebellious book, that one called Things Fall Apart, and had assimilated that
caring mother's motherliness. She always lived like the Egyptian goddess, Isis, who, despite always being
hot with rage, warring with Seth, a frigging misogynist god of the earth, still had so much conjugal and
motherly love for her dear family—so much she would fight Heaven and Earth to protect them.
“Bankole," moaned Mother when Dad wouldn't stop coughing but decided instead to egress blood from
his aching lungs. “Bankole!" She latched onto Dad's buba and ripped it apart, so easily I was distracted
by her strength. She pushed her strong hands against his bare chest and began rubbing.
"Give him water," I found myself saying. I said it and then wondered what made me speak. I didn't think
water was necessary at this point (Dad was in discomfort and wouldn't even open his busy mouth to
take in anything). But I spoke nonetheless, probably because I was the only one who hadn't sported or
given a reaction to this twist. But no one answered. No one tried to give him water. They only kept
rubbing and stroking his chest and back. All six hands. Hands of the women he had rebelled against. As
if it were a ritual, as if they were certain this would restore him back to healthiness. What did Dad learn
from those books? What did he really learn? Okonkwo of Things Fall Apart wasn't weak! He would
never allow himself to be so sick and weak he'd be surrounded and pitied by women like this!
I stood up and snatched up a half-drunk glass of water. And I joined the huddling women. But I refused
to do the rubbing and stroking. I wormed my hands through a space they were yet to stuff with their
bodies and reached a hand to Dad's jerking face, holding his jaws in my firm grip. Mum cackled. My
sisters snapped. But they didn't want to stop their ritual. I shoved in my second hand, the one holding
the glass of water and turned it over, forcing the water down Dad's throat. He gargled and coughed and
gargled and shivered. Then he turned still. And let out a final cough. The women stopped their ritual.
And I put away the cup. Dad had lived. But he wasn't active to see what mess he was in and how hard
everyone had tried to save him. Especially me, the smart one.
When Dad woke up the next day, he took to silence, as though he had been to a forest of ghosts and
demons and had been too bedeviled to open his mouth, lest he opened it and expelled demons into his
family.
Mother checked on him on the seventh day of his silence. She sat by his bed and felt for his throbbing
forehead. I knew it was throbbing because it had been like that since that night: hot; throbbing. My
sisters who took turns taking care of him mentioned that, too. "When are you going to talk?" Mother
said, retracting her hand. "They will banish you tomorrow, Bankole. But it's just for a year."
Banishment?
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I wondered what Dad was thinking at this moment. But now, I remembered: that Okonkwo of Things
Fall Apart was also banished for committing an abomination. However, Okonkwo was a brave man,
stubborn to death. Dad wasn't going to imitate this, too, right? He wasn't going to insist on a me, too till
it all crumbled, was he?
I opened my mouth to call Dad, but air began to fill my mouth. Air of more abomination. Because Dad
finally spoke, and his words were bad, too bad Mother fumed and then abandoned him so that he could
remain silent till he departed this peculiar tribe of Ijebagi.
Dad had said lazily, yet with a hint of pang and the uncanny sleekness of a dirge, which he must have
composed and rehearsed during all those seven days of ghostly silence: "How could you all rid me of my
masculinity? How could you all make me a subordinate? Me. A man with an active phallus. A man who
is universally on top. How could you all deceive me? I reject the goddesses of our land. I curse the sacred
feminine."
Mother didn't say a thing at first. Only listened to the recantation, perhaps hoping it would yield a twist
—a surprise ending where Dad would acknowledge his rebellion and seek penance. But when the final
declaration came out, Mother palmed the mattress and spat. Then she walked out fuming, my sisters
following her silently. Like they had tried their best but just couldn't save him.
Only I stood there, watching, swallowing questions. Several questions like, why did Dad have to get so
sucked into another people's world? Why did he have to see a sudden significance in his phallus? Why
did he have to rebel?
He growled. Kicked. Bawled. He cursed and cursed and cried and yowled. Till I ran out of his room, his
cries of injustice coursing after me: “Give me back my phallus! Cursed be the goddesses!"

Elisha Oluyemi recently received a B.A degree in English Language. He co-edited the PROFWIC Crime Fiction Anthology,
Vol 1. He came 1st runner-up at the 2nd 2021 Shuzia Short Story Contest. His works are on Nymphs, Mystery Tribune,
Brittle Paper, Terror House, Neurological, Kalahari Review, Erato Magazine, and elsewhere.
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PICTURE OF A BEAUTIFUL
EVENING
Nandan
With a smile, Damodara Warrier sat on an easy chair and tapped his fingers. Gentle
sunshine fell through the window and touched his cheeks.
Aswathy and her seven year old son Jayan have come. Aswathy likes to spend the holidays
with her parents. Their rooms, yellow curtains, glass shelves, framed pictures on walls and award
shields will shine after her visit to the flat.
Jayan likes to listen to his grandparents. He would nod his head and smile while they talked.
His father has not been here for a long time. With meetings and frequent travels, Premlal is busy.
Picking up a carry bag, Jayan stood ready to go shopping with grandmother.
“Don’t forget to say bye to Muthasshan”, said Aswathy.
Before Aswathy could think of the baby boy smiling in sleep, he and grandmother
walked into Damodara Warrier's room.
"Jayan is coming with me," Radha Warrier said. "What will you bring for Muthasshan when
you come back?"
"I'll buy a crayon box for you like the one I have. You can draw colour pictures with them."
Grandfather patted him affectionately on his shoulder. Then he brought the boy's palm
close to his face. Crayons and the bright colours spreading on a blank paper, maybe that is what
he thought about when the two stepped out.
As Aswathy closed the door and returned to her chores, Damodara Warrier slowly got up
from the easy chair.
The boy and grandmother came down in the lift and walked on. After a friendly chat with
the security guard's wife Maheswari, they left the building. While walking rhythmically, Jayan kept
looking at his new pair of shoes. The shoes' respect for him kept growing.
After softly stroking the wooden table, which he used since fifth grade, Damodara
Warrier looked at the blank paper in front of him and picked up his pen.
&quot;Did I forget my purse? My memory is getting worse these days.&quot; Radha Warrier said to
Jayan and to herself. While she searched her bag Jayan too peeped in. A noisy Autorickshaw passed
by them.
Seeing that she doesn't have the purse with her, Radha Warrier walked back with Jayan.
"Well, it's great that I remembered at least now."
The pen flowed smoothly on paper. Sometimes kissed gently.
When the picture was complete, he kept the pen on paper, got up and stepped out. It was the
door opening sound that made Aswathy look. After keeping the laundry on the washing machine
she walked to him. By then he had entered the lift and pressed number nine. As Aswathy looked on,
the door emerged from both sides and joined onto a thin line.
When grandmother and the boy reached below the apartment, Maheswari asked them,
"How come you are back so fast?" Radha Warrier replied.
Noticing the red arrow mark of the lift, Aswathy started walking up the stairs.
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When Elsamma Teacher, who lives on the ninth floor, was stepping out with her
daughter's baby, she saw Damodara Warrier coming out of the lift. He smiled gently and
marched forward.
After returning the smile, as she was softly patting on the crying baby's back, Elsamma
Teacher thought, "why is Warrier sir walking hurriedly towards the terrace?"
He stood near the parapet and looked down for a moment.
By the time Aswathy reached near Elsamma Teacher, supporting his hands on the parapet
and removing his slippers, he had already started to step on.
Aswathy called loudly, "Achaa.."
Though he heard his daughter calling, he did not feel like turning to look back. Some other
voice kept calling him even louder.
While Radha Warrier was joking about her memory to Maheswari, through screams he
landed behind her. Just a little away.
Aswathy felt darkness engulfing her. Elsamma Teacher tried hard to hold her. The baby's
cry got louder.
Jayan's eyes opened wide.
Forgotten to move, Damodara Warrier's hand rested in spreading blood.
Something like the silence inside an empty lift roamed around the place.
In his room, the tip of the pen shined once again. On the paper, Damodara Warrier caressed
his wings. He had a pleasant smile on his face.

Notes:
1 - Muthasshan - Grandfather
2 - Achaa - Father

Nandan is a filmmaker and writer from Kerala, born in 1991. It was during his college days that he watched Akira Kurosawa's
'Rashomon' and decided to be a filmmaker. He completed his B.Tech in Civil Engineering and worked in Bengaluru before
he moved to Mumbai to follow his passion in filmmaking. There he started his career by working as an assistant director in
advertising films and feature films. He is known for directing 'Breath' and 'Dreaming of Words' and has received many
accolades internationally. https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1105965/
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HOW TO RAISE A
SPORTSWRITER IN 10 EASY
STEPS
Rebecca Trimpe
1. Be a journalist. Bonus points if you can manage to be downsized through a family-owned
newspaper merger spat while the would-be journalist is in utero. It’ll teach him, because this is a
story about a him sportswriter, resilience at a young age. When your photojournalist friend visits
you in the hospital after he’s born and tells you about a job opening, let her pull the phone out of
your hand when you reach to call the editor.
2. Work at the dining room table while he’s playing and eating breakfast before school. Let him break
out the Crayolas on your notes when you’re not using them. Show him you can work anywhere and
still be his mom. This is foreshadowing at its finest.
3. Leave the daily newspaper job you love, but that’s a half-hour commute on a good day and 90
minutes on a bad one, for a managing editor gig at a bimonthly that’s 5 miles from your house. The
pace will nearly kill you the first year. There are garden slugs that move with more urgency and
purpose than your new newspaper. You’ll discover you like being in charge when they make you
editor a year later. You will mentally commit to staying 5 years. You will stay longer because the
work schedule is good for your family. This will seem like a mistake later but won’t be.
4. Play lots of NPR in the car on the way to school with your young man. He’ll protest. Sometimes
loudly. But the sports commentary from Frank DeFord will soak in. Dadman will be listening to
sports talk radio when he picks up the kid after school. This part of the sportswriter development is
critical.
5. Let him play any sport he wants except football. Promise to reconsider when he hits high school.
Lament your genetics. Make plans to send him to a high school that doesn’t have a football
program; it aligns with what was then your faith tradition, is where all his friends are going, and is
good academically. Recognize you’re doomed when this high school organizes a football program
when he’s in middle school.
6. Laugh at his play-by-play commentary when you pick him up after football practice. Don’t freak
out because he’s swearing like a construction worker who’s been hit in the shins with a two-by-four.
Try to not laugh too encouragingly at the curses. Secretly admire his ability to string them together
in creative ways.
7. He’ll declare his intention to become a sportswriter when he’s a high school sophomore. Encourage
him to write for his high school newspaper. He’ll decline this advice. Talk about his declaration
with your friends. Listen to them all tell you how you have to stop him. Hasn’t he heard that
newspapers are dying? A terminal case. On feeding tubes and ventilators. Think about how many
people you knew early in your career who are still in the newspaper business. Marvel at this small
number. Tell him this will be a tough career path and he may have to live in small towns at first. The
kind of places where Hardees will pass for fine dining.
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8. Silently rejoice when he says he wants to study mechanical engineering instead. Sweep aside the
knowledge that he’s not fluent in calculus. Take him on a campus visit to an engineering school. Ignore
that little voice in the back of your brain screaming, ‘He’s too damn verbal to be an engineer, you cow!
Stop this madness!’ Mentally shout back to the voice, ‘I’m thinking about job security and earning
capacity, dunderhead!’
9. Deep sigh when he begins his freshman year in engineering at a university in your city. Where you
finished your undergrad. Lose your boring newspaper job five weeks into his first semester. Get a job on
your old campus two weeks later, doing essentially what you were doing before but for a better cause
and with nicer people. You’re demonstrating that liberal arts degree you earned all those years ago is
adaptable. As damned adaptable as you are, sweetheart, and don’t you forget it.
10. At the end of his freshman year, he’ll want to switch to his first idea: sportswriter. Tell the crowd in
your head to shut the hell up. Cheer him on. Talk shop with him. Stay up late on Friday nights when
he’s on high school sports deadlines, AP Stylebook at the ready, just in case he panic-texts with a
question. But he won’t. He’ll have his own Stylebook in his brief bag at the game. Because you raised
him right.

Rebecca Trimpe is a writer and editor in Indianapolis, Indiana, where she lives with her husband, three cats, a large dog of
indeterminate breed, and a small collection of succulents. She worked as a journalist for over 20 years before becoming a
communicator in higher education. Her work can be found in genesis and The Bookends Review.
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CONFIDENCE
Roisin Ni Cheallaigh
One day they meet a crowd of very lively people.
They get to know them and there confidence is high.
They think they have found the perfect friends.
The following day, unknown to them they find out that the people they meet the previous night are
professional kidnappers. They didn’t know that these people had a very strange background. Their
confidence suddenly went through the floor.
Questions started to form in their heads: “Where do they live?” “Are we their next victim?”
They went to sleep that night, but they didn’t sleep well. They thanked God that today was Saturday
and not a working day. They listened to the news and started to relax a little bit.
They heard the Taoiseach announce that the country was going into lockdown. This was a St. Patrick’s
Day like no other. Edgar knew this would have more of an effect on Isabelle than on him. He knew that
Isabelle would have to give online classes to her Secondary School pupils and also to her private pupils.
Both of them knew this was a severe test on their relationship. Edgar was classed as an essential worker
and this created tension between himself and Isabelle.
The Government had essentially closed the country. For the first time in their lives fear had taken over.
Edgar was worried that he would bring the virus home to Isabelle. Confidence was low.
The house in which they were living was an old cold house. They were relying on central heating and a
fire in the kitchen and sitting room to heat the house.
What really caught them by surprise was the announcement that Climate Change had reared its ugly
head and that it was a current issue. The alien words retrofit and insulation came to the fore. They knew
that they had to start making a household budget for the first time ever.
Both of them knew that valuing the house was the most important job. This would help them with
Local Property Tax as they did not know the value and they failed to ask the estate agent.
Edgar rang an estate agent and asked if someone would value the house.
“Hello, my name is Edgar Woodban. I am looking to value a house my wife and I recently bought. It is a
country house. The Revenue Commissioners are looking for a professional valuation for the LPT. Can
you do it for us? ”
The Estate Agent asked his secretary to check his diary for the weeks ahead. The secretary told her boss,
“You have an opening on July 15 @ 2pm, would that be ok?”
The Estate Agent said to his secretary “That would be fine. Thank you.”
The Estate Agent went on and told Edgar that “July 15 @2pm is the only opening I have for the
moment. “ Edgar looked at Isabelle and she agreed with Edgar “That would be fine for us. “ “I will see
you then,” replied the Estate Agent.
They started to gather all the house paperwork into a folder so that it would be ready for the agreed date
and time. They left the folder on a corner of the kitchen table for later use.
In the meantime both of them saw a large dark shadow passing by one of the windows. They looked at
each other in terror and said: “I hope that we don’t have unwelcome guests!” They wanted to call An
Garda Síochána, but thought better of it for the moment. The large dark shadow didn’t go away.
They decided to call An Garda Síochána. Edgar made the first move and rang 112 from his mobile
phone. The operator said: “Give me your Eircode vvv257988. Thanks I will pass this on to the Gardaí in
Ennis. They will be with you as soon as possible after giving them this information.”
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The Gardaí arrived. One of them knocked on the door and said: “Thanks for alerting us to this gang of
kidnappers. They have been causing a lot of trouble for An Garda Síochána lately. We have arrested
them. I hope this will give you the confidence to go out and socialise more.”
Edgar thanked the Garda and closed the door. Both of them breathed a sigh of relief after their ordeal.
July 15 came and Edgar and Isabelle were looking forward to the valuation. Two O’Clock came and a
knock on the door. Isabelle answered it. It was the Estate Agent. Isabelle showed him in and they went
straight down to business. He explained the process to them and that their would be a written report
once it was finished. They would get a copy of the report. He examined every centimetre of the house
inside and outside including the patch of land that came with the house.
When he was finished he said to Isabelle and Edgar that he would be in touch with the report in a few
weeks.
No sooner had the Estate Agent left that another gang of kidnappers arrived. This was not good news.
They were watching Edgar and Isabelle’s every move from one of the windows. They didn’t want to call
An Garda Síochana again. They devised a plan. Edgar and Isabelle said “Let’s throw a kettle of cold
water on them to make them go away.”
They did walk out of the house with a kettle full of cold water and went towards the gang and poured
the kettle of water on them. This confused the gang and the gang and they headed for the hills after that.
Edgar and Isabelle breathed a sigh of relief and started to enjoy themselves again, so much so that they
started to plan a family. Life was wonderful for them at long last.
They could socialise and feel comfortable in their surroundings without the hassle of being watched.
They took the brave step to start a family and tried and tried to get pregnant. This happened on the 4th
attempt and Isabelle got pregnant. She and Edgar went to the doctor to receive conformation of the
news. Finally, they had something to celebrate.

Róisín Ní Cheallaigh Lives in Rae na gCiseach, Kilmaley, Co. Clare, Ireland. She is a creative person. She likes writing,
reading, playing video and board games. She is a friendly outgoing person and has two cats.
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DRUID'S CRUISE
Samantha Reid
It was a peaceful evening. Birds, singing their young to sleep, and foxes were slipping away into their
dens.
Suddenly two women appeared out of nowhere. One appeared to be chasing the other and cursing
under their breath.
"Natalie! Natalie, stop!" the second figure shouted, racing after the other woman.
She caught up and grabbed the woman's wrist. "Natalie, stop! You have no idea what you're doing!"
Natalie glared at the other woman. "I don't care, Molly. I'm protecting my child."
"The druids already made their decision! You could get killed for such deception!" Molly exclaimed.
Natalie wrenched her arm from Molly's grip. "I don't care."
She turned and marched away.
Molly summoned earth magic, and she stretched a tree branch towards Natalie. The limb wrapped
around her ankles, holding her in place.
"I care, Natalie. I don't want anything to happen to you or your son. But this-" she gestured around
them. "-This isn't going to solve anything. They'll find out what you're doing, and then what?"
Natalie stopped struggling with the limbs and glared at her sister. "I'm doing what I think is best for my
child." she gave a final tug and freed her ankles. "Nothing you say will stop me."
Molly cocks her head. "Really? And if I decide to tell on you, would that stop you then?"
"You wouldn't dare." Natalie snarled.
Molly opened her mouth to snap back, but Natalie had turned and scampered ahead.
Molly hiked up her skirts and followed her. "Natalie!"
They walked until they reached a village that was nothing but rubble. Molly gaped at the sight, then
turned towards Natalie.
"Have you lost your mind? This is a roman village? What are you thinking?"
Natalie ignored her and trudged deeper into the village.
Molly cursed under her breath and wrapped her cloak tighter around her. She looked around at the
destruction, and there were things everywhere. Skeletal bodies were lying about, and clothes were
everywhere. Houses were nothing but piles of bricks.
Off in the distance, she saw freshly dug holes with wooden crosses stabbed in front of the grave.
Someone has been here - recently.
Molly hurried to catch up to Natalie. She summoned more earth magic and used the mud and dirt
around them to trap Natalie's legs in the earth.
Natalie whirled towards her. "What are you doing!"
"I'm trying to protect you." Molly hissed. "How could you do something so stupid? We traveled for
days, and this is what you came up with? You're giving your child over to a roman?"
"I can't believe we're arguing about this!" Natalie growled. "Release me or so help me."
Molly shook her head. "No, there has to be another way to protect-"
"And if there was, don't you think I would have done that already?" she pulled her cloak back, revealing
a bundle of blankets, "Leonidas needs a safe place to grow up, Molly. I know this is risky, but please, give
Leon a chance to live."
Molly sighed. "But you do know that you can never see him again, right?"
Natalie nods.
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Molly flicked her wrist, and the mud fell away from her. "Well, what are you waiting for?"
"You . . . you aren't coming?"
" 'course"
Natalie nodded and trudged forward. Molly saw their destination in the distance.
It was the only house that had every brick and the roof intact. They reached the front door ten minutes
later, and a young man opened the door.
He had dark green eyes and pale skin from a life spent indoors, and his hair fell down to his shoulders in
a greasy mess.
"Can I help you?"
Natalie showed him the sleeping baby and explained who she was and why she was there.
The man's eyes widen, and he poked his head out and looked around. "Are you sure nobody followed
you? Come in, quickly."
As Natalie walked through the threshold, Molly noticed the leaves rustle on a bush. Upon further
inspection, she realized the bush bore acorns.
She bowed, turned, and walked into the house.
The man's house was hot and stuffy.
It smelled faintly of hemp and cinnamon. The man sat on a moth-eaten couch in the corner and crossed
his legs.
"So you're Natalie, eh?" the man cocked his head. "I received your letter weeks ago, but I had no idea
you'd be coming by today!"
Molly frowned and folded her arms. "Mind telling us who you are?"
The man nods. "I'd be happy to. Name's Lester. " he nods towards the bundle of blankets. "Is that him?"
"His name is Leonidas."
The man stares at the baby for a few seconds before turning his gaze back to the siblings. "Care to tell me
why you're trusting a roman of all things with something as important as this?"
Natalie sighed. "My son was born with elemental powers and the druids hate anything that is not divine.
After I had given birth, a druid visited me and said that they'd have to kill him as a sacrifice to the gods."
Natalie gave him the bundle of blankets. "I figured that he would be safer with the Romans."
Lester nods. "Hopefully, I can keep him safe as long as no one followed you." he glanced at Molly. "Well,
if that is all, you best be on your way."
Natalie thanked Lester, and she and Molly left the house quickly.
Before they even left the roman village, people in white cloaks stepped out from behind the rubble and
surrounded them.
A person wearing golden robes approached them and pulled down his hood.
Natalie gasped. "Ward? Wh-what are you doing here?"
Ward frowned. "Don't play dumb. Your sister alerted us of your treachery. Where is the boy, show me
him, and maybe I'll spare your life."
Natalie started wailing and screaming about how unfair this was, then she turned towards Molly and
slapped her.
"How could you!" Natalie screamed. "I thought you cared about me and my son?"
Molly stumbled back and clutched her cheek, not out of pain but in surprise. She glowered at Natalie. "I
do care about you, but you weren't only putting yourself in danger, Natalie. They would have killed all
of us if they'd found out what you were doing. You should be thanking me."
Natalie sneered. "Thanking you? Have you lost your mind? Thanking you for what? Ruining my life?
Again?"
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Ward motioned behind him, and two men wearing red cloaks emerged from the crowd of white. Ward
cocked his head and stared off into the distance. "Your sister is right. Wandering on roman territory
alone would get you killed. I'm guessing your son is hidden away safely in that house, yes?"
Natalie opened her mouth to respond but she closed it and balled her hands into fists.
Ward nodded and led the men in red towards the house.
"No!" Natalie screeched. "No! Stop! He's just a baby! An infant!"
Natalie moved to chase after Ward, but Molly encased her feet in the earth.
Natalie struggled and cursed. Then she squeezed her eyes closed and started changing into the shape of
a bear.
The men in white stared on with fear and horror in their eyes. Molly backed away in shock.
Natalie roared and swung a paw knocking over a handful of white cloaks. Molly ducked to avoid the
second swing and rolled behind a pile of rubble. She knew Natalie was practically invincible in this form.
But Molly had beaten her before, and she was sure she could do it again.
She stepped from behind the pile of rubble and summoned earth magic. She lifted the pile of rocks next
to her in the air and threw them at Natalie, but she just swatted them from the air like they were nothing
but airplanes.
Molly ducked behind another pile of bricks.
Natalie and Molly's magic was controlled by their emotions, so if Molly were able to build up enough
anger, she could be just as big and powerful as Natalie. But Molly hadn't changed form since she was six.
Molly frantically looked around the clearing for a safe place to change.
She closed her eyes and imagined herself as a great wolf. Molly looked down at her hands and watched as
they changed into large paws the size of a dumpster truck, her ears popped up on her head, and her teeth
were longer and sharper.
Molly turned and saw Natalie pick up a man in white and bite him in half. She spat out the top of the
body and threw the other into the crowd of white who screamed and ran in terror.
Natalie turned and sneered at her. "Ah, Molly. Always one step behind me."
Molly ignored her jeering and scanned her furry body, trying to remember where the weak spots were.
Natalie swiped at her, she rolled and jumped back onto her paws. Molly ran and jumped onto Natalie's
back. She bit between her shoulder blades and Natalie roared.
She reached behind her, grabbed Molly by the throat, and threw her off. Molly landed on top of a pile of
bricks with a whimper. She struggled to her feet and looked around for Natalie.
She was running straight towards her.
Molly forced herself to her feet but barely jumped out of the way in time. Natalie slashed and cut
across her nose and left cheek.
Molly stumbled and shook her head, trying to clear it.
Natalie was running at her again, but this time she was ready, she pounced and without thinking bit her
on the neck.
Natalie growled and pushed her away.
When Molly hit the ground she transformed and hid behind a pile of rubble.
Natalie was swaying on her feet for a moment before she came crashing down, sending bricks, dirt, and
dust everywhere.
Molly peered out from her hiding spot and saw her sister lying on the ground, unmoving.
She jumped up and raced to her side. Natalie was dead.
Through the dirt and smoke, three figures walked toward her. Ward and the two men in red emerged.
Ward looked at the body with distaste. "It would seem that the child and the Roman have vanished." he
cocked his head. "What happened here?"
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Molly shook her head.
"You were ordered to stand by and not get involved with any of this." Ward sighed. "But thank you for
protecting my chaplains." he placed a wrinkled hand on her shoulder. "Don't worry, Molly dear, you did
the right thing."
Did I?
Molly hid her face in her hands and sobbed.

Samantha Reid is writer from Florida. She is currently working on a novel called, "Humanoid". In her free time she likes to
read and play basketball.
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THE FALL OF ZION
Sarah Parker
Selena's alarm went off, and she toppled out of bed with a crash.
Her rimless glasses fell from the dresser on her head.
Selena groaned, picked her glasses up, and pushed them onto her nose.
Her room door was thrown open, and her mother was standing there.
" Selena, Honey, is everything alright?"
"Yep." Selena pushed herself to her feet, "I just fell out of the bed. It's nothing too serious." Her mother
let out a sigh of relief, "Ok. We leave in five, hurry."
Selena opened up her closet and pulled out an outfit.
She changed her clothes and was pulling on her shoes when her mother's head popped in again.
"Ready?"
"But it's only been two minutes!" Selena complained, "Let me brush my hair. Gimme two seconds."
" One. Two."
Selena groaned, "Mom!"
"Ok. Ok. I'll be waiting in the living room."
Selena stood in front of her mirror on the back of her door. She brushed her jet-black hair into the
neatest ponytail she would manage and ran downstairs.
Her mother was wearing her standard uniform. A dark blue button-down shirt and black dress pants.
Her boots were so shiny they reflected the lights from the kitchen.
"Ready."
Selena pulled on her shoes and followed her mother out the door, locking it behind them. A military
jeep was waiting outside for them.
Selena climbed into the back, and her mother climbed into the front.
In the driver's seat was her mother's boyfriend, Kai. Kai wore the same outfit she did. His hair was
slicked back out of his face, and his eyes glinted mischievously.
"Hey, gorgeous." he smiled at Selena's mother.
He leaned toward her and they shared a kiss.
Selena rolled her eyes. "UGH! Get a room you two!"
Kai laughed and pulled away, then he turned out of their neighborhood.
Selena watched the scenery outside. It always amazed her at how alike this planet was to earth. Kai
dropped them off at the dock station where Selena's mother worked to inspect trading ships.
Selena jumped from the car and looked around for her friend, Xander. She saw him in the distance
waving his hand.
He dropped the crate he was carrying and ran towards her. "Hey! I didn't think you'd be coming!"
Xander had pale skin, white blonde hair, and bright blue eyes. He was lean and muscular from hauling
things back and forth to the port.
"Well, here I am. Come on, let's go catch up with my mom, she'll want to see you."
Selena turns and runs to catch up with her mother. Who was in the middle of a conversation with
another woman.
Her mother turned towards her, "This is my daughter, Selena. Selena, this is my boss, Mrs. William."
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Mrs. William was middle-aged with dark skin, brown eyes, and long dark hair. And when she smiled, the
skin around her eyes wrinkled, "Hello Selena, a pleasure to meet you." she turned back towards her
mother. "Well, you better get started. You have lots of ships to inspect. I'm heading to a meeting." she
bows her head and touched the brim of her hat before turning and walking away.
Selena's mother saw Xander, and she gasped, "Oh my gosh! How are you!" She squeezed him in a hug.
She pulled away. "You've gotten so big. How are your parents?"
Xander frowned slightly. "Oh . . . my dad died this past Friday. My mom's surviving as she would say."
Selena gasped, "Died? Oh, gosh. I'm sorry."
Xander waved her away. "It's alright."
"Good heavens!" Selena's mother gasped. "Tell your mother I'm sorry for her loss!" "Will do."
Selena's mother turned towards the docking station, and Selena jogged to catch up, "Hey, mom, do you
know how long you'll be here?"
"Probably a couple of hours, why?"
"Well . . . I was hoping to hang out with . . ." Selena trailed off and glanced up at her mother. "Hm. We'll
see. Behave yourself while you're here, and we'll see."
Selena squealed in excitement and squeezed her mom in a hug.
Selena and Xander walked with her mother and her crew as they went to each ship.
Usually, Selena would be excited to get to explore the ships, hoping she might become an intergalactic
pilot. But today, Xander was here, and he was very distracting.
While her mother and the crew were distracted, she convinced Xander to sneak off with her, and she
leads him towards a different part of the ship that holds storage.
There were boxes everywhere, and Selena and Xander walked around and started exploring. Xander
called her name, "Hey Selena, check this out!"
Selena walked toward him to see what he was looking at, and she saw a box. She raised an eyebrow, "Uh.
What is it?"
"This is from the planet Ionia. Wonder what it is." he grinned mischievously, "Truth or dare." "Dare."
Xander grins. "I dare you to open this box."
"What?" Selena gasped. "That's not right! It's not my business to know!"
"It's only far. You asked me to sneak away with you, and I did." Xander grabs a hatchet. "Come on, open
it."
After a moment, Selena gave in and opened the box. Inside looked like a little recording box. Selena
picked it up and pressed play.
"This is a message from the planet Ionia. We have agreed with your proposition. Megedagik has agreed to
start the search for Mecha."
Xander raises an eyebrow. "Mecha? It sounds like a toy robot."
"Shh!"
"Megedagik is grateful for your services. You will be paid greatly, hopefully, the bomb device we gave you
has been of use. Once you've completed your mission report back to me immediately."
The recording cut off and Selena and Xander stood there in shock.
Selena wasn't sure how to interpret this information, should she tell someone?
A couple voices startled them both. Selena tucked the recording device into her pocket, and she and
Xander hid behind a stack of crates.
She peeked around the side.
Two men entered the room. One was tall, bald, and muscular. The other was short the potbellied.
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"Hey, Henry, are you sure those inspector people left?" the tall man asked.
Henry opened his mouth to respond, but he saw the open box. His mouth dropped open, "What the
hell? Marcus, the box."
"Dammit. That was from Megedagik, we'll have to contact him and tell him we've been found out."
"What?" Henry squawked. "He'll have our heads!"
Marcus started pacing back and forth. "We have no other choice. Come let's got get another
communicating device that can't be tracked."
As they were leaving Henry said, "That was very important information. What do you think will
happen to whoever found it?"
"They'll be found eventually. We have spies everywhere, they'll be on the lookout. Hopefully, they don't
tell anyone otherwise they're dead meat."
When Selena was sure the men were gone she and Xander left the ship and sat on a bench outside by the
docking station.
"What the hell?" Xander muttered. "What the hell just happened?"
Selena shook her head repeatedly. "I-I don't know, Xander."
"What are we going to do? We can't say w word about this to anyone." Xander stood up and started
pacing back and forth. "Maybe we could leave. Yeah. Pack up some belongings and leave. Or-"
"Stop it!" Selena hissed. "You're making me nervous!"
"Nervous?! You should be terrified!"
Selena pushed her glasses up on her nose. "I'm not. Since we're the only ones who know, we have to do
something."
"Like what?"
"Well, first we'll need to do some research, get to know more about...you know. Then we'll pack up and
leave." Selena sighed. "I'm not sure how long it'll take."
Xander was furiously typing on his portable laptop. "Ok. So the thing they were talking about is a myth,
fantasy."
"Keep looking, if it were a myth. They wouldn't be looking so hard for it if that were true."
Selena looked around them to make sure no one suspicious was watching them. People were milling
about doing different things, hauling crates, and checking ships.
"Found it! Apparently, it consists of five lions?" Xander raises an eyebrow. "They're all in this galaxy,
just scattered about on different planets. They were made by an Amourus king. Twenty years ago this
king and that Mege dude's father got into a fight over who should have the lions. That's when the king
sent the lions away to keep them safe. They haven't been found since."
Selena nods. "Ok. Is there a list of possible places they could be in?"
"Yea. I'll print it out later today." Xander closed his laptop. "By the time they finished looking for it, this
galaxy will be destroyed."
"Well," Selena said, "We have a galaxy to save."

Sarah Parker enjoys writing in her free time. She's in the process of writing a book called "Humanoid". She also has hopes of
becoming a pro basketball player.
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OUT LOST
Shaurya Arya-Kanojia
Here is a crazy idea.
Getting lost in the desert.
Amid acres and acres of sand glistening under the ruthless afternoon sun, sloping and rising to form
dunes that pervade the vast landscape. Silence suffuses your surroundings; the quietness allows you to
hear the whisper of the wind as it shifts the sand. Above you, the sky is a bright spread of blue, the bluest
sky you’ve ever seen. At an angle above your head sits the yellow disc we call the sun, a bane to anyone
who should unfortunately find themselves stranded in this open and wide desert; languishing in thirst,
with no means to get out.
Which is ironical in a way, because “out” is where you already are.
But not for you. You’re relishing the openness of the desert; basking in it.
Maybe you do start feeling that craving for a spill of water that can, at the very least, moisten your
parched mouth. Maybe you even long for the shade of a tree to sit against and relax for a while. Or even
take a nap.
But these, in the big scheme of things, are mere trivialities.
Why?
Because, well, look around you. The excellence you’ve been chasing all your life doesn’t matter anymore;
the extra hours you worked to satisfy that need for productivity, the extra miles you ran to get as close to
the flat-stomach figure you promised to yourself at the start of the new year, and all the extra activities
you packed in your weekends to not feel like a lazy lump. That desire to keep moving onward, taking
one constructive step after another, to give your life that meaning that people spend years soul-searching
for is, out here, pointless.
Who wouldn’t love to be lost out here, where expectations and obligations are reduced to almost
nothingness?
That was the thought that tore through the ocean of all others as the car I was in jumped over the dunes,
lurching me (a passenger sitting in the backseat) forward and, the next second, pushing me back. I
uttered a big scream of excitement as the wheels of the car landed on the slope. The car began its ascent
over a relatively larger dune, the dune-bashing instructor sitting in the driver’s side asking the passengers
in the car if they were doing fine. “It’s good none of you have had any breakfast,” he remarked, and
looked at me, winking, through the rear-view mirror.
As we reached the top of the dune, the driver stopped the car. Our heartbeats were thumping, our nerves
on edge. He pulled the handbrake, and turned to face us; wearing that same smile. “Relax,” he said.
“Look around you, soak it all in.”
And, boy oh boy, was he right.
Outside the car windows, on which the sand had been slapping in waves as we hit the dunes, was a
sweeping view of the beautiful desert. Acres of golden sand till the eyes could see; a beautiful,
picturesque vista.
“Of course, things would look different sitting inside an air-conditioned car,” the instructor added.
“Out there, anyone who has to travel through the desert lives a life of extreme difficulty. Trust me, you
wouldn’t want to get lost out there.”
Would I not? a voice in my head said, surprising me. I looked out through the windows at the vast
expanse, and, even though the rational part of my mind could comprehend the harshness of the
landscape, I was mesmerised. The same voice returned, calling out to me, teasing me. Would you really
not want to get lost out there? Of being unfettered, unburdened?
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Unburdened of?
Well, unburdened of the weight of… having realised your dreams.
Have I started sounding absurd?
A couple of months ago, I secured a promotion at work. Creative Director, the little plate outside the
door to my office read. I was now designated as the key decision maker for the advertisements our
agency prepared. From the ideas we locked in, to the scripts we prepared, and the creatives we used to
present them, would all run though me.
All in all, it’s a dream job; one I had been waiting for (sometimes patiently, sometimes not so much) in
the wings for for a long time. And it’s everything I could have possibly wished for. I say this at the risk of
sounding cheesy, but, each day that I returned home, a part of me couldn’t wait to go back the next
morning. Weekends, especially long ones, made me restless. Even as my wife and I would sit for a movie
on a quiet Sunday afternoon, I would find myself thinking of ideas for the creative proposal I was
working on back at work.
My work life balance was going for a toss, I know. But, get this – I loved every moment of it.
Unfortunately, like all good things, it lost its shine pretty soon; like a kid who gets bored with a toy he
pestered you to buy and, after playing with it for a few days, it now lies below his bed, collecting dust.
The monumental scope of responsibilities I was shouldering soon got to me, and, now that the allure of
it had faded, its rust-filled underpinnings started surfacing.
But, more than that, I saw myself in a new light. Forever chasing that next big idea, each one better than
the other. You find yourself running on a treadmill, not making any headway even though you’ve run so
many laps. Pursuing that goal might be fun, but only till you have the legs for it. Sooner or later, you
would get tired, and, because your legs can’t propel you anymore, you would want to stop.
When that happens, even the sight of the cruel desert, devoid of any life of any shape of form for miles
on end, starts seeming… beautiful.
And you would start wishing, dearly so, of wanting to get lost out here.
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THE OTHER ME
Shaurya Arya-Kanojia
The metamorphosis, if I can call this phenomenon, starts in the dead of the night, when I have a difficult
time sleeping; when I have a storm of thoughts swirling in my head, and I’m too excited and keyed up
for sleep to consume me in its dark, tantalizing embrace.
On nights like these, that other part of me – let’s call him, for the lack of a better phrase, Other Me –
wakes up. I would say he is the Mr. Hyde to my Dr. Jekyll, because I wouldn’t be wrong in
characterising the Other Me as wicked. He is crude, unrefined, blunt, and maybe even sinister. He
would lead me into those dark, compelling alleyways the regular me – let’s call him Regular Me – will be
afraid to enter.
There is only a small window where I can avoid confronting the Other Me. It is the time between when
the Regular Me calls it a day and the Other Me starts to rise. If I am able to fall asleep before then, the
Other Me remains buried in my subconscious. If, however, sleep can’t take over me on time, that ghastly
vampire appears. Oh, and he is strong. Strong as a bull. Don’t you think I haven’t tried to push him out
of my mind. I would lie on my bed, my eyes shut, concentrating all my efforts in trying to not let his
creepy self enter the door to my consciousness, but he would always find a way. At times, I wonder if he
is a shapeshifter.
Or maybe a form shifter. Sneaking under the door as smoke and then materialising into himself when he
is finally there.
When he does materialise, though, things get… nasty. Because he doesn’t just show up. If that were so, I
would be able to live with it. I’m nothing if not flexible. But he… takes hold of the steering of the vehicle
that is my consciousness. And then zooms around recklessly. Into my past, the memories the Regular
Me had been able to stow away, if not bury completely. And these memories the Other Me retrieves
from the darkest corners of the shelves. Then, like a sick joke, he brandishes them. Waves them in the air.
And no matter that there is no one else around to see them.
It is still… embarrassing.
The Regular Me is ashamed of him, but isn’t powerful enough to keep him within bounds. As the night
slips into its darkest hours, the Regular Me craves for some rest, having spent the entire day in its cycle of
routine – wake up, go to work, come back, find time to unwind (which regrettably doesn’t happen
often), sleep (if it blesses him with it) and repeat the next day.
I would love to see the Regular Me and the Other Me meet; like the clash of the titans. On one side,
there is the self-righteous, playing by the rules, conventional Regular Me. And, on the other, the one
who disregards any rule he is asked to live with, laughs at conventions, and is absurdly passionate about
anarchy, the Other Me.
Who wouldn’t want front row tickets for this epic encounter?
Even though you may feel I’m giving the impression I loathe the Other Me, a part of me is fond of it. In
an awful, desperate way. Despite the wickedness of the Other Me, or the dread he is able to instil in me
simply by showing up, there is a deep desire that calls out to me to embrace him. To let him consume
me. Make me his own. Because, despite his frustratingly tormenting self, he is what I – heck, everyone –
craves to be.
He is free. Unfettered.
Fearless.
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He isn’t afraid of plunging head first into the mess that is my past, and dig out dirt only to have me
confront it. Make me make peace with it. He doesn’t regard my attempts to make amends with my longlost friends as, in Regular Me’s words, “sissy” or “vulnerable,” or – this is the worst the Regular Me has
ever gotten – “bending over.” He isn’t insecure to admit BTS’ Dynamite is the best song he has ever
heard; no matter how much the Regular Me would claim, most times obsessively so, of being a “diehard
fan of Guns n Roses.” And, on a trivial but pertinent note, he can finish off two entire pizzas without so
much as a regret, while the Regular Me, always concerned for his health and the “diabetes that runs in
our family,” would probably stop after a couple of slices.
The Other Me is not afraid to rid himself off of the black sack the Regularly Me is not able to cast away;
the sack that is stuffed with insecurities, pitiful fears, and unnecessary complications. And does he, the
Other Me, feel empty without the weight of these complexities, which the Regularly Me uses as a means
to define his very existence?
Absolutely not.
After all, in Walt Kelly’s words, We have the enemy and he is us.
You just need to figure out who the enemy really is.
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THE WORST DECISION
Shaurya Arya-Kanojia
Indecision is the worst affliction, my mother used to say.
Now I realise how right she was. I’ve always been indecisive. I could never pick a restaurant. I would
have my husband sit with me in the car for fifteen minutes before I decided where to go. Saturday
evenings, where we sat in with a movie, became equally frustrating. For him, because I couldn’t decide
what to watch; after browsing the entire Netflix listing, I ended up circling back and picking the one at
the top. And for me, because, well, if you think things were difficult for him, you have no idea how
agonising it is to live with disorganised, discordant thoughts in my head.
But that’s not just it. My mother won’t go shopping with me anymore. No one likes standing outside
the trial rooms while I’m trying one dress after another, only to discard them for their colour, their fit (it
may fit right, but it doesn’t feel right, you understand me?), or just the way I look in them. And once
I’m done with the up to three clothes I’m allowed to take in, I ask her to bring me more. I do notice the
other shoppers standing in the line behind me hassling her.
Nevertheless, you’d say these are mere inconveniences, right? Trivial, inconsequential inconveniences.
People have had it worse. My indecisiveness over which restaurant or dress to pick can’t be as significant
as the real woes some people endure in their everyday lives. Maybe I am a self-involved, snooty nag (I
hate the word, but I think I deserve it) in saying my indecisiveness is a pain in the neck.
And I agree with you. Or at least I would have, until this moment. What renders me incapable of
making a decision is the obsessive contemplation of the ramifications of my actions. What if it goes
wrong? What if the consequences are dreadful? What if…
That man does something horrible to me?
I suppose this warrants some context.
It’s my sister’s birthday today. The two of us, and her closest friends, were out for dinner. My husband
had to work; or so he said. The two of them have their differences. I would give anything to make things
amicable between them, but, as my husband says (and I’m sure my sister would concur, which is ironical
because the two never agree on anything), “there’s only so much you can meddle in.”
Anyway, after dinner, my sister suggested she would drop me back, even though I drove there myself.
Apparently, as she said, “You had a little too much today.”
Come on, I only had two glasses of wine.
Okay, I had three.
So, after her friends had left in a cab (they were drunk), I convinced her I could drive myself. It took
some doing. She had me multiply 25 by 87 to see if my math capabilities, which had always been above
par, were functioning well. Only after I gave her the answer – 1275 – did she let me go.
I must have driven fifteen minutes when I turned right into the side-road that connected the two parallel
highway lanes. At the end of this side-road, I would take a right, and drive another ten minutes to reach
my neighbourhood.
It was pitch-black because the streetlights, ever since the road had been paved, weren’t working. It was
then I realised how taking this side-road, a short-cut that spared me the longer route to get from one side
to the other, was a bad idea. I wondered if I could attribute my lapse in judgement in driving through an
unlit side-road at this time of the night to those three – I mean two, TWO! – glasses of wine.
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I kept driving, wanting to hurry but taking my time so I didn’t end up going off course. A short distance
away, a man appeared in front of my headlights. Waving emphatically, a look of helplessness on his face,
he was asking me to stop. He held out his hands, then pointed at something – or someone – on the side
of the road. I couldn’t see what, or who, it was.
But I stopped the car.
Not to help him. He was in turmoil, I could see that. Helping him was a humane thing to do. But I’m
from the city, and I’ve grown up being told to never trust strangers. I wanted to help him, but I was
also… scared. I could see the man, now holding his hands together, pleading.
Drive! the rational part of me said.
And what? Run him down?
My mother’s words came to me. Indecision is the worst affliction.
But I couldn’t decide. I couldn’t drive away; and him being in the way wasn’t the only reason. Nor could
I offer him help out of fear that he may… well, do something horrible to me. I started searching for
something on his face – I didn’t know what, truth be told – that could tell me he genuinely wanted help.
Indecision is the wor…
My pulse quickened. I started sweating. It didn’t occur to me to phone my husband. Maybe because I
knew he’d express his disapproval of my choice of taking the side-road before going on to ask how I was.
Or maybe it was because I couldn’t take my eyes away from the desperation I saw on the man’s face.
Indecision is the…
I unlocked the door, reminding myself it was just one of my daydreams. Though still largely unsure, I’d
like to believe I was confident in the decision – in trusting the kind of strangers my mother had warned
me against – I was taking.
I opened the door, carefully making my way out. And I saw his desperation… lifting. It changed to… I
want to say it was relief, but – maybe it was the darkness or I really was slightly inebriated – I don’t think
that would be right.
And you know what? It was the worst decision of my life.

Note: "The Worst Decision" was originally published by Marías
at Sampaguitas and "The Other Me" by Analogies and Allegories

Shaurya Arya-Kanojia is the author of the novella, End of the Rope, and a novel scheduled for a release next year. He is the
host of the talk show, TBB Presents Books with Vishwakarma, on the Mentza platform. He likes sports (cricket, mostly),
eating out, and watching reruns of The Office and Everybody Loves Raymond. His social media handles include
@shauryaticks (Twitter) and @main.hoon.ek.sharara (Instagram), and more about him can be found at
https://www.shauryaak.com/
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I SAW A MAN LOOK BACK, I
WITNESSED HIM TURN TO
SALT
Sloane Angelou
There’s been an ongoing crisis in Cameroon for a long couple of years now. There’s been the physical
side and effects of the war then there’s been the mental agony. But just like other countries, for example Nigeria, crises which are big enough to be so small can be happening right within its boundaries yet life
could still go on quite normally for a large number of people, this is what boundaries; dividing people
into locked pseudo regions in the name of culture, language and (non)community will yield you. Fruits
of war, killings, unconfronted trauma, abnormality, hate, corruption, the list goes deep and long.
This "anglophone crisis" as it's been referred to for many years has been on for what some would claim
to be five years, others would claim six, many would probably say it's been on since two stars were
planted on the first flag, while a few would refute and claim it has been on since one of the stars on the
flag got knocked off. All I know, as it concerns my family, is that the war started long before it began and
by that I mean it started from all the independence declarations which happened between Nigeria and
francophone Cameroun, from the time British Cameroonians were asked to choose a side to belong to.
Every time I talk about the crisis in Cameroon I drag Nigeria in by its neck, because how can we not? At
the end of the day, if you trace my family tree with any number of fingers you will find Biafra buried in
there, and you will find that at its core at the blood stained fingertips of every surly politician, it’s the
same plight. But this is not a story about their history, this is a story about a man I knew.
I knew a man, he was an uncle or we could say a lover, sometimes a priest. All of those (titles) depended
on what day his hands decided where to go, on top of my head to lay blessings or underneath my shirt to
see what he could wake. He was on the right side of his vision and on the wrong side of politics, it
wouldn't be wrong to say he was also on the wrong side of history in the eyes of many people's children.
In 2016 or 2017 ( trauma does things to certainty ) when the first ( popular ) internal crisis began in
Cameroon he decided to stay back and defend his people despite his easy access to flee the land to the
Americas, he chose to stay and fight. Fight who? My mother would ask him and he would say, it's not
who it's what…we have to fight the system and I would wonder to myself why this strange man was lying
to my mother, why couldn't he just say he liked touching children and it was easier for him to carry out
ungodly things in camps that were already troubled.
In the eyes of my mother and a lot of other people's mothers, even to some fathers except the ones who
could tell he had the same hands as them, he was a hero. A man who stayed back to try to help God
defend its people. Until one day, one of the children whose shorts he liked to go under screamed so loud,
too many people who had feigned ignorance to what had been going on had to come running out of
their tents in broad daylight to try to catch this boy's scream. The child's father was one of those who
came out in a haste, a member of the vigilante group for the camp. And when he traced and found
where the scream came from, he also found this man who I knew, with an erected penis and a child- his
son.
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Gunshots were fired, a death occurred first, then several deaths occurred later, no one could tell the
difference between the soldiers who tried to attack the camp that day with stray bullets and the man who
tried to save his child. It did not matter as much. All that mattered was that we were at war, the
Ambazonia War, the Cameroonian Civil War. We were in the midst of the ongoing civil war in
Southern Cameroon, we were part of the long-standing "Anglophone problem" and it did not matter
how many mothers had to lose their children, how many people had to lose their homes, how many
abusive penises were getting erected, how many hands were going underneath shirts in confession
booths or how many people refused to not look back. All that mattered was that we were at war.
—
Yes we were at war, but life carried on. I was constantly surprised by how many mothers still wanted to
baptise their children despite the fact that there were still pools of blood stinking up the streets
somewhere not too far from the doors of the church or even their home. They still needed so desperately
to baptise their children, what were they trying to really wash away was all I could think of. This thought
disturbed me so much I got baptized voluntarily twice myself, because all those mothers who looked out
for their children in the body of Christ must have known something my own mother was not interested
in telling me about.
My mother, she never invited me to join her to morning masses, she never asked me to pray with her, she
never offered me to buy me a rosary, a couple of times when I walked into her room and caught her eyes
while she was hailing Mary full of grace, she would always look away but she never stopped praying. But
she gave me a bible because according to her it was important to read all things, especially those things
that contained keys to the locks that were used to chain your people. I noticed she never closed her eyes
while praying though, or at least I never saw her do it, and when I asked her about it she simply said God
does not need you to close your eyes while praying only people need you to do that and I never quite
understood what she meant until the day I closed my eyes while praying in the empty Chapel and felt
someone's hands on my breasts. When I saw who it was and asked her why she touched me, she simply
said she was checking to see if I was wearing my chaplet. But the cross hanging in front of us fell and I
felt that must have been Jesus's way of saying, what a lying bitch. But we were not allowed to swear in
church so I said nothing, to no one, ever and I never prayed with my eyes closed again until I stopped
praying altogether. All I know is I felt what I felt - unpermitted hands caressing my breasts.
Let me state clearly and for the record, at this time I was not a child, I was definitely somebody's child
but not a child. I was already in my early twenties, old, tired and traumatised. God only knows what they
call such people. People like me who jump to their late sixties in early adulthood, not by choice, and if
we're fortunate enough after sometime we start to age backwards. Things force their way into your chest
then they crystalize there and block other things from making their way in or out. You begin to have
frequent chest attacks which the doctors give you names for, they say it's panic attacks one day and
another day they tell you it's anxiety attacks. Grandma's voice tells you in your head not to listen to
western doctors, that what you feel in your chest is death trying to avoid you. Your mother tells you you
need to see a therapist but she dies before you can get your first appointment anyway. You try and try
and try to get rid of the aches in different parts of your body then you realise that your body knows
you've become an old soul, you've been in contact with too much pain in your short life and some of it
stuck, you're the only one who forgot. The body does not forget, boundaries, borders, displacement,
death, rape, attempted suicide, passion of the Christ penance marches, no the body does not forget war,
of any kind.
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—
I knew a man who should have left his country when he could have, but thought he was too important
to miss out on war.

Sloane Angelou is a storyteller & writer of Igbo origin; passionate about learning of human existence by interrogating human
experiences. They exist in liminal spaces.
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HUMMINGBIRD IN MY
GARDEN
Swetha Amit
I am distracted by the flash of green.
It hovers outside my window and inserts its beak on the flower. I adjust my eyes to the glaring sunlight
before I can make out its shape. It presses against my window, trying to get my attention.
I haven't stepped outside since that dreadful fall from my terrace garden. My family is downstairs getting
ready for their day. They come up often to enquire about my needs and tell me about their life.
Sometimes they realize I need to be left alone.
You have no time for me, my younger son complains. My older son retreats into his world of reading.
My husband looks at me with compassion in his eyes, sometimes coupled with anxiety and sadness.
I swallow my painkillers, but it doesn't remove the pain from where it hurts the most. I wonder if it will
heal the pain of realizing life will never be normal again. The pain of knowing I have become a liability.
The pain of being unable to feel the ground beneath my feet and bound to this chair on wheels. I should
not have sat on the wall and thrown my head back laughing. How could I have been so casual and
careless?
These days I have resorted to painting, a hobby I haven't pursued in a long time. Not since I had to quit
it to concentrate on my banking career. Not since I took my wedding vows. Not since I birthed my sons.
Until today-two weeks after that accident.
Retreating to the world of colors has been comforting in a strange sense. It always was since childhood
whenever I'd fall sick, bruise my knee, quarrel with my older sister, or struggle with social anxiety. Seeing
the plethora of shades on my canvas was pleasing to the senses. It restores my sense of worth and the
feeling of having accomplished something.
I have heard that the Hummingbird brings joy and hope. The green and white creature with long red
pointed beak flits outside my window. I watch it suck nectar from the flower and relish the sweetness of
the taste. It's the first time I see it not dart across like lightning.
I instantly pick up my brush and dip it into the palette. I look at the bird outside closely to capture its
outline and features. Later, I'd fill it with white, green, and red shades. To my dismay, it suddenly flies
away.
I look at the blobs of paint in despair and then at the blue sky and the puffs of clouds. I could paint the
limitless and infinite sky, but it's the Hummingbird I want. I could paint the flowers, but it's the happy
green bird I want.
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I watch the untimely rains from my window. The world outside is mystical and grey. My family wants
to play board games and watch television. It's what we used to do on rainy days. I hear the rhythmic
pitter-patter of raindrops, but it's the hum of the Hummingbird I want. For three days, my mood
reflects the dark grey skies with an occasional rumble of thunder. I stare at the green skeletal outline
sketch.
And one fine day, the sun comes out. Oh, wait, here it is. I see that flash of green, almost blinding my
lashes. It flitters, hovers, and sucks the nectar from the flowers. My hands dart across the page in earnest
and zest. It flies away, and I stare in disdain. I rest my hands and put my head down in disappointment. I
hear the humming sound after a while. I look up, and there it is. A pretty picture of green and white, its
red beak pressing against my windowpane. For the first time in several days, I smile.

Swetha Amit is currently pursuing her MFA at University of San Francisco. She has published her works in Atticus Review,
Oranges Journal, Gastropoda Lit, Amphora magazine, Grande Dame literary journal, Black Moon Magazine, Fauxmoir Lit
Mag,and has upcoming pieces in Poets Choice anthology, Drunk Monkeys, Agapanthus Collective, and Full House literary.
She has also published a memoir titled 'A Turbulent Mind-My Journey to Ironman 70.3’ which received a special mention at
the New York book festival. She was bestowed the prestigious Tagore Literary Award in 2021. She is an alumni of Tin House
Winter Workshop 2022 and the Kenyon Review Writers’ workshop 2022.
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THE MOUSE'S PAJAMAS
Tabatha King
“H-hey! Doll? Ya back here?” he called out. His voice carried to the back of the house, but not even his
generous ears heard a reply.
“Oh, boy!” he called out, after having looked at his wrist watch.
“Aw, gee, Min! The gang is coming over soon. While I do love your games -“
Words trailing off a bit as he pushed open the nearest open door, peeking inside, seeing nothing and
continuing the search.
“- and the fun we have when I ultimately find you. Unfortunately, Sweetheart, we don’t have nearly
enough time to -“
Taking a deep breath, in an attempt to not to get lost in those lovely thoughts that were threatening to
take over completely. Which wouldn’t be good when their guests were expecting him to have a semifunctioning brain tonight and hopefully get them out of this predicament. Per usual.
Don had lost his temper once again. In a fit of rage and poorly thought out act of revenge stole Peg-Leg
Pete’s leg. Now they gotta figure out a way to somehow return it. Not admit too much fault or not start
another war.
“-To fully enjoy ourselves properly,” he finished, as he continued his way towards the back. Stopping to
check each corner, door and shadow to see if his girl was there.
Only to come away thinking they needed to do a deep cleaning on their house after they dealt with this
latest round of applesauce.
His white gloves could hardly be called white after he checked the hall closest. Probably wasn’t the
smartest for him to be wearing his last clean pair so casually, especially when they will likely be needed
for the upcoming job, but once you pick up a habit. It is hard to break.
Especially one that has saved his ass numerous times over and somehow became part of his aesthetic.
Glad rags which he was well known for. Once he went clean and went for the wholesome image - for the
most part.
It felt like being naked without his gloves now.
At his last colonoscopy, it wasn’t the prep, the cameras, the medical people all up in his ass or any of that
made him feel violated, it was them forcing him to take off his gloves.
Only Minnie gets that and only during and leading up to whoopie. His dog isn’t even allowed in to see
him sans gloves.
Speaking of his dog. He realized his girl must have turned that nitwit against him. Both were hiding.
Man’s best friend, yeah … sure, his dingus!
Guess he couldn’t blame his dog. Hard to say no to her.
When he first saw her on that stage. An uncomfortable, country girl out of her element, dressed in those
alluring flapper dresses those gangsters were so fond of, shoes too big for her feet,. Still, none of that
stopped her from owning both the stage and everyone’s hearts who watched her on it.
It was his first glimpse at seeing her ability to be playful and spontaneous, no matter how bad the
situation was.
Those tributes were one of the many reasons he first fell for her, and how he found himself continuing
to do so again and again over the years.
No matter how hard things are, that loon makes things worth it. Even when sometimes she was the
cause of their chaos.
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Like that night. Minnie had lost her shoe for the umpteenth time, this time it really got away from her.
Hitting ole Peg-Leg Pete in the head and causing him to go into rage. Getting into her face about how
she owes him for getting her off that farm and general bushwa like that.
Turns out, ole Pete had kidnapped her and forced her into it. Minnie was very hotsy-totsy, but didn’t
feel at all the same about Pete. As soon as Mickey found out, he got her outta there and they have been
together ever since.
He had been wanting to get out of that scene anyway, but never had the modification. He didn’t want
to die like he watched so many before him. It was something he and his friends had talked about many
times before.
That night, spurred on by what he could only call love at first sight, he stopped thinking and just did it.
Saved the girl and got all his buddies outta there.
That makes it sound way easier than it was. When easy, it was not. Pete wanted them dead and he nearly
succeeded a few times.
That was largely how their gang formed, The House of Mouse, as they started calling it, due to Mickey
and Minnie largely being the caretakers of the members as they moved about, always on adventures and
doing their best to keep each other alive.
They hit a lucky break, when a man from Missouri heard about some of their adventures and wanted to
write about them. Disney, as he introduced himself, said he got this lightbulb moment and knew we
were going to be the big thing. His way of leaving an impact and our way of never needing to fear for
our lives again.
There was safety in having the world know your face, your story, he said. Minnie begged us to consider
it. She was tired of running. Who could blame her? As horrible as the run was for the rest of us, at least
our shoes fit properly.
Besides, no one ever could say no to her. So we didn’t. We agreed to give it a shot.
Disney was so convincing he even got gangsters who were still deep in the life to try it. Something we
disagreed with. To our shock, he was right and we didn’t get murdered. They were so flattered at being
movie stars they actually behaved. Much to everyones’ surprise and relief, the plan was successful.
Disney’s plan worked.
All of our lives were forever changed after that. With the occasional setback, like when some quack loses
his temper and does something foolish.
Mickey was at the bedroom door now. She had to be in there. What if she wasn’t? What if Pete got his
revenge already? Pete has been happily - well, maybe not happily - married for years now. Living the
quiet life. Would he really go so far as to hurt or take Minnie?
He was spared any further racing thoughts when he heard the too familiar giggles. He let out a long
relieved breath and opened the door. Probably could have used his lungs filled with air about now, since
she nearly knocked it outta him seeing her looking like that.
Dressed in her old flapper outfit. Making sure his eyes were fixated on her, she tugged at the strap of her
dress.
“Oh boy!,” Mickey said, a big smile on his face, “My Minnie always has been the prettiest gal there ever
was.”
Minnie closed the distance between them, wrapped her arms around him and said,”Oh, Mickey! You
always know just what to say,”
“Hot dogs!” he said, gently pushing her away, finding it a bit uncomfortable to look or touch her, and
really needing her to not touch him for a minute. “Min, hot dog do I wanna. Oh boy! Do I wanna! But
we got people coming over. First we gotta deal with this whole situation. Then -”
She interrupted, “You gonna hot dog me, Mickey?”
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She giggled at her own bad joke, which had him blushing.
“If so. You can now. Those other things were taken care of. Yes, there was a problem with Donald and
Pete, but Daisy handled it. You are not the only capable person within the gang, you know,” she said,
then laughed at his shocked face.
Across the room, she started doing her old dance routine, with some added spice. She continued where
she left off, “You are always so busy, I thought you - we -” she bit her lip and slid the straps down her
shoulders,”- could use a break. So I asked them not to update you, for a teeny tiny bit,” she smiled and
dropped the dress.
“Oh, and Max wanted to borrow Pluto to show off to some girl he met at a concert. So we have the
whole place to ourselves. Completely alone,” she said in a mock whisper, giggled and slipped off her
gloves.
“Hot dog!” Mickey said.

Tabatha King is hobbyist writer, using her writing to amuse herself and anyone she can trick into reading her work. She is
from the Kansas City, MO area and can always be counted on to have an animal nearby.
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THE BOY WHO CAME BACK
FROM THE DEAD
Yitzchak Friedman
The boy who came back from the dead sat in a blank white room picking his nose.
“I wonder what he’s seen, where he’s been. It's incredible you know even just thinking about it,” Fred
marveled as they watched the kid yawn through a one-way mirror. “I’m so curious it's just eating me up
inside you know. Like a cancer just gobblin’ me up, you know metastasizing and--”
“Shut up.”
“What?”
“Shut the hell up.”
“C’mon John this is the greatest thing for humanity since whatshisname that guy who discovered you
know uh relativity. Wuducallit that really eccentric guy, name starts with a C or something, you know
who I’m talking about.”
“Einstein?”
“No, I said a C. C’mon you know him, really genius guy, crazy hair. Jewish I think.”
“Whatever.”
“How the hell are you not wondering what happened to the boy?”
John frowned. “It is what it is.”
“How can you say that? He literally died and came back. Like uh you know. Like Lazarus!”
“Stop shouting.”
“Whaat?”
“I said stop shouting!”
“I’m not.”
“Whatever.”
“OK, I’m done. I’m not talking to you anymore.”
“You've said that before.”
“Huh?”
“I said, don’t get my hopes up.”
Fred sidled away to the other end of the mirror, his nose pressed against the glass. The kid burped. Fred
shook his head in wonder, a reverent smile on his face.
“He’s just a kid you know,” Fred said after a minute.
John frowned again. “What’s that got to do with anything?”
“I’m just sayin’.”
“What the hell does that mean.”
“It just has to be said you know, someone gotta keep that in mind you know.”
“Why does it matter?”
“I’m just sayin’ you know. He’s a kid for chrissakes.”
“Remember those snipers who killed all those people over in D.C? One of them was a 16-year-old video
game addict.”
“Yeah but--”
“Columbine, Jonesboro, Hitler Youth, et Cetra, dot dot dot. They try to deceive you with their
pretense of innocence, their crocodile tears but I’m not fooled, I see through it all. You know their
frontal lobes aren’t even fully developed, they’re like animals.”
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“I don’t know about any of that. I just don’t know. A kid’s a kid you know. That’s what I’ve always
believed.”
“You’re hopelessly naive. Try teaching Biology to a class of hoodlums.”
“Geez John I’m just sayin’ you know it really just had to be said.”
Dr. Shmidt walked into the room, his long white coat speckled with dark stains. Thick silver glasses
magnified his gleaming dark eyes.
“Any noteworthy observations my friends.” He said with a thick German accent.
Fred perked up immediately. “Yes Doctor, it's fascinating what I’ve been seeing. He’s been manifesting
a whole host of sensory reactions to the confinement. He’s uh..” Fred scanned his pages of handwritten
notes. “Peed twice, and wiped mucus on the receptacle bin.”
“Perfect,” Dr. Shmidt breathed slowly.
“What do you think this signifies doctor?” A short man called out in the back.
“It can mean so very much, or so little. We shall see. Yes,” he repeated. “We shall see.”
The short man stepped closer to Shmidt, a wide smile stretched across his lips. “It could mean your
entire theory on the inevitability of nature supplanting man is flawed Shmidt! Your entire thesis of
humanity being written out of the universe's genetic code as our recessive genes multiply and achieve
dominance is in shambles. Seems like all your Neo Kantian pseudo philosophies are nothing but dust in
the wind now. Perhaps your precious tenure doesn’t seem so set in stone any longer?” Sweat was
spouting forth from his high forehead.
“Ah Dr. Feldman I see you are making good use of the new espresso machine,” Shmidt smirked. “Or are
you always this, how shall I say, ah energetic, yes.”
Chuckles erupted.
Feldman took another step forward, his eyes bulging, hands trembling. “You can all laugh now! But one
day the truth will burst forth from this den of sophistry! I will emerge from obscurity, and be hailed as a
visionary. I saw what none of you people saw, I knew one day the mystery of death would be unraveled.
I wasn’t constricted by mind-controlling academic rubrics, my soul wasn’t sold to consumerist
propaganda publications masquerading as scientific journals.” Feldman pointed a shaking finger at
Shmidt. “Now you may be featured in National Geographic but one day you like Heisenberg and all the
rest of you "paperclip Nazis" shall fall and true individuals shall rise to take your place!”
"You malign me unjustly, Feldman. I can assure you I am a patriotic American. As you all can attest to, I
possess an insatiable appetite for Coca-cola." More chuckles. “As well as a soft spot for hmm how you
say, ah yes, your amusing sporting events.” Behind the glass, the boy scratched his armpit. “But we are
not as different as you like to believe, old friend, did we not both write dissertations on the emasculation
of the western male? In our youth did we not both dabble discreetly in eugenics?”
Feldman stared hatefully at him. “You’ve gone mad. You're a Frankenstein!” He spluttered. “A… a...
Moreau!” He turned and stormed out, a dozen smiling eyes watched him go silently.
Shmidt spun around to face the clear glass, his hand pressing against the smooth surface.
“This boy here is the key to everything.” His voice was filled with childlike awe. “The deus ex machina
that will save this twilight world. And you, my friends, are free to observe me make history.”
Someone clapped. He entered the room. The kid looked up as Shmidt sat down across from him.
“Do you have any idea how special you are Jack?” He said softly. “How unique you are, how so very
remarkable. You are an exceptional child.”
“I’m not a retard or anything, alright.”
“Certainly not Jack. Most certainly not.”
“Then can I get the hell out of here? Listen I’m sorry about the mess but I really gotta go, there’s stuff I
gotta do. OK?”
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“Oh but Jack, don’t you see you can never go home again. You are not a boy any longer you have gone
where no man has gone before. You have crossed the Styx, tread on the paths of the dead, flowed down
the streams of eternity. You’ve seen things, terrible things no doubt, but they must be shared for the sake
of humanity, for the sake of science!”
“Right, OK sure. Um, can I get a Sprite or something fizzy? My throat randomly gets really dry,
anything fizzy clears it up. You know even seltzer would help.”
“In due time my dear boy, all in due time.” The doctor pulled out a paper. “Your death certificate Jack.
You are the first human alive to ever see their own death on paper. To see how bureaucrats recorded the
banal minutiae of your demise. Hmm ah yes it was a cough drop you asphyxiated on, how ironic that
the fate of this decadent world will be altered by a medicated tablet the size of an insect.”
“Actually it was a Jelly bean.”
Shmidt smiled. “Papers never lie, my little friend.”
“It was one of those really cinnamony ones. They give me sores but I guzzle them like crazy.”
“I’m afraid you are mistaken, Jack. That cough drop is probably on its way to the Smithsonian to be
preserved for posterity as we speak. Anyways I digress.”
Jack was swinging his dangling feet aimlessly. “Pretty sure it was a jelly bean mister.”
“Don’t be contrary child. It’s unbecoming for such a prodigy as yourself.”
“Jelly bean.”
“What?”
“I’m telling you it was a jelly bean.”
“SILENCE!”
“Oh jeez, I was just--”
“All is forgiven.” Beads of perspiration were streaming down his face. “Yes, all is forgiven.” Dr. Shmidt
stood up, his arms gripping his chair. “Now Jack, if you want a carbonated beverage you will tell me
what lies beyond. Tell me what waits for me beyond the veil of death. Past the gates of Hades. Up the
endless stair to Paradise. Where will I go when death takes me? When I crumble into dust. When my
ashes blow in the wind and float across sunless seas. Do the dead who came before await? Does God sit
on a throne and judge all who pass through his kingdom of heaven? Or has Satan cast him from the
heavens and reign in his stead? Tell me, Jack! Tell me what you saw!”
Jack scrunched up his face in concentration. “Well, it was dark.”
“Ahh dark yes of course I was right yes naturally. The primordial blackness reasserts its supremacy
over… yes yes if only those fools would have listened to… well no matter soon I will…”
Shmidt suddenly waved his hand impatiently. “Go on boy, go on!”
“Um well then there was like a light,” Jack said hesitantly, his eyes watching Shmidt uneasily.
“Light!” Schmidt muttered. “Light! So Dante was… hmm the subjective factor can’t be… yes ah curtains
for Zoroastrianism then hmm… can it be a triumph of Abrahamic orientalism over..... can’t get too
ahead of ourselves yes… hmm can’t rule out divinity manifesting as…”
Jack dug out a clump of earwax and rubbed it on the chair. “Can I get a sprite now?”
“Can’t you see we’re on the cusp of something great here! We’re cracking life’s greatest mystery and--”
“I made all that shit up.”
“What did you say?” Schmidt’s glasses slid down to the edge of his nose. His hands tremored slightly.
“I said it’s a load of crap. My throat is really dry by the way so can I--”
“YOU LITTLE SHIT. YOU LITTLE FUCKING NAPOLEAN!!”
Schmidt grabbed him, spit gushing from his mouth in spurts.
“Get off me! Get off me! Getoffmegetoffmegetoffme!!!
“I NEED THE TRUTH! I CAN SAVE HUMANITY!! I AM THE UBERMENSCH! I AM
ICARUS BUT MY WINGS WON’T BURN! I WILL ACHIEVE IMMORTALITY--”
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“Getoffmegetoffgetoffouchouch!”
“WHO ARE YOU?! ARE YOU LUCIFER IN DISGUISE!! WHO ARE YOU? CIA!! A
PHANTOM FROM THE--”
“Ok I’m pulling the plug, he’s gone haywire again,” Fred cried as he watched in horror through the
glass. “Call security!”
“WHAT DID YOU SEE!! IS GOD REAL?? TELL ME! JUST FUCKING TELL ME!!” He was
sobbing now. “I COULD HAVE BEEN SOMEBODY! I COULD HAVE GOTTEN GRANTS,
SCHOLARSHIPS, EVEN A FELLOWSHIP!”
Security guards rushed in and dragged him away as he wailed desperately. Someone clapped.
Fred shook his head. “God what a disaster.”
Jack trudged out of the room looking dazed.
“Hey,” Fred said to him.
“Hey.”
“Sorry ‘bout all that.”
“Nah, it's cool. You got any Sprite?”
“Umm lemme check alright?”
“Yeah sure.”
Fred opened the fridge.
“Hmm let’s see uhhh, nope. Sorry kid nothing.”
“Got anything else that's fizzy?”
“Uhh lemme see here. Hmm, I could've sworn umm. Huh let's see ah nope. Wait maybe there, no. Oh
yeah, there it is, yeah OK so we got some Dr. Brown Zero.”
“Yeah, that’s OK.”
“You got a sensitive stomach? Cuz this stuff can make you, uh, you know like shit.”
“It’s cool, thanks.”
“Here you go.”
Jack cracked the top of the can open a sliver and sipped it slowly.
“You need me to call a Taxi for you?”
“Nah, I'll take subway. You got a couple of bucks?”
“I should, just gimme a sec, I’ll check.” Fred emptied his pockets, rubberbands, tissues and a receipt fell
to the floor. “Here I got some.” He dropped a handful of coins into Jack’s hand. “That enough?”
Jack looked at the coins, his mouth counting silently. “Ya gotta another quarter?”
“Oh shoot, lemme see, I’m pretty sure I… no that’s a dime… no not tha… oh wait there. Tada! Here you
go.”
“Awesome thanks. See ya.”
“Can I just ask you something quick?”
Jack stopped right at the door. “Sure.”
“What actually happened, you know when you died.”
“I don’t remember.”
“For real?”
“Yeah nothing, just a complete blank.”
“Oh OK, bye then.”
“Bye.”
Fred stood motionless as Jack disappeared through the door.
Someone called his name.
“What is it?”
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“The DOJ is on the line.”
“What's that gotta do with me?”
“It's about that kid.”
“Oh OK, I’ll take it. Just patch me through, OK?”
“OK.”
Fred picked up the phone.
“Hello. No, he’s not here anymore. How? Well, he kinda just walked out the door. Yeah, I let him, that
a problem? I don’t know where, somewhere on the subway I guess. Yeah no problem, yeah I’ll keep an
eye out, sure ya great. OK bye.”
Fred hung up the phone. He stayed there for a while.
Somewhere below, the boy who came back to life sat on a subway slowly sipping a can of Dr. Brown
Zero.

Yitzchak Friedman is a freelance spice runner currently floating off the coast of Jupiter. In his spare time he writes while
wishing he was back on Earth.
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CHURCH STREET
Yukta Muniraj
She walks past that street every day, that street that used to be her favourite, but she ended up sharing it
with you. Now every corner reminds her of you. She remembers being nervous the first time she saw
you, and she bought a post card in case this was the last time we were supposed to meet, so she could
leave a remnant of herself, but she was wrong. You stuck to her like honey. so sweet that she couldn’t
help but savour every moment shared. She looks at the place where we shared our first drink; she still has
the bill in her diary saved as a memory of that day. It hurts every time she passes by because you used to
hold her hands, but now she walks down the street alone and sometimes tears just happen to wet her
cheeks. The book store reminds her of the book you gave her and the corner of the street where she said
she'd meet you again. She had no idea that you would be the best and worst thing that ever happened to
her. The last time she walked with him on this street, it was at night, glowing with city lights, but she
could'nt help but look at him and those eyes that made her fall in love with him madly. " Still, she walks
every day down that street with your laughter echoing in her head, but this time she knows you are truly
gone. Time heals the wounds, they say, but how would she ever heal from the scars you let her live with?
Yet she goes on, hoping that someday someone will love her for her scars and she will walk down the
street again, smiling with the memories and not tears.

Yukta Muniraj is from Bangalore, India. She is currently pursuing law and side by side writing poetry and short fiction.
Writing has always been her hobby and also a way of expressing herself. She is 21 years old and has published a few of her
poetries in reputed Indian publications. she is learning and trying to make her work reach a wider audience. she blogs and
reviews books on her Instagram @book.scars
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WHALE SONG ABOUT
COMING OF AGE
Erica de Belen

Let the salt soak up all of our words until we find that nothing remains. Limbo is
splayed on the pages, and formed in both of our mouths. We know that what is
primordial has been loved into form in infinite measures. Imagine, a herd of white
horses galloping by the shoreline. Imagine, a beast decked in blue eternally roaring,
and even its yawn stretches into a howl. In front of us is a piece of abstract art,
maybe a memory if you hold it carefully under the sunbeams. So, what else will I
immortalize now, if not you?
The vignettes of us before us. The Before and the Now and the Coming, all
converge to a point—here, a blank canvas and we are running along the linen.
Running along with the burnt shadows of the children we once were. Memories of
us aligning our spines with the backbone of the seabed [1]. Us, as stubborn as the
grains of sand clinging onto our backs; our eyes are as wide as tidepools under a
monsoon [2]. You tell me, it could have been a stingray shuffling beneath our feet
[3].
You may have not known the following: We are sized to swim laps through the
veins of a whale. You and I could even live in their four chambered rooms.
Moreover, a single whale song can cover ten thousand miles. Can you imagine that?
They are only trying to find one another in a body so unforgiving. Until, one day,
in blue twilight, it echoes back. It is universally known to say again and again,
I will find you. No matter who you’ve become. I will find you too. I will.
Before you go, reach for the seashell at the back of the cupboard. Hold it against
your ear. A whisper fighting against the tide tells you it’s okay to grow up. When
we have gone against all the odds, I will tell you about the time the water was once
shaped like this. I will tell you about the time you came for me with fistfuls of sand.
The sea is shedding its skin for the both of us. Let us be clothed in this forever.
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[1] A snapshot of us, arms spread like sea stars. The light is hitting our sunburnt
faces and our eyelids are shut. We are reminded that warmth has no favorites. We
can still feel her hands on us even when we try to shut it out.
Remember, the story of Genesis. Picture the hands of God, turning pools of dust
into bones. The ribbed seafloor destroys and creates itself again and again. We are
in the middle of the beginning and the end.
[2] You are playing Neptune’s game while the storm is battering against our backs.
Your arms mimic the waves trying to kiss the sky. Like a cellist, your hands give life
to the deep. The tidepools and my own palms open as praise. We are too young to
think of this any other way.
[3] Isn’t it funny how we are afraid of stepping on something alive? The sea is
already rattling us against its beating heart. If we cannot be swallowed by the water,
let us instead hover over it. In this moment, we are birds who prey on the sea. Look
at the water—its teeth are glinting back at us.

Erica de Belen is a homeschooling senior from Manila, Philippines. Her previous work has been published in Free
The Verse.
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BLUE DOG
Marc Isaac Potter

Destiny is not your friend.
The Blue dog is not your friend.
I admit that I am vision impaired because of
medication
I beg you to know that the other one-eye has been blind
from birth.
This poem is a true story.
Poems nowadays “haaaaaave” to be “raly” really short.
And you cannot repeat a word for emphasis because
the
spell checker won’t haave it
Neither is the blue dog your friend.

Marc Isaac Potter is a real person
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THE SWEET, SWEET NEWNESS
OF SUMMER
Tie Hurst

Five girls, sitting in the skinny sliver of a council house front garden, paint
splatters in grass that should’ve been cut weeks ago but was left to grow freely.
Their candy-coated tongues wag, bad renditions of Katy Perry’s Hot and Cold
at the tops of childhood lungs, punctuated by parents who clink glasses and
stand in the shade of trees and wooden fenceposts, later, hammering poles
into the ground as pink signs fly proud after hours of arts and crafts. We live
here, until mere moments later, we didn’t.
Stateside nights when we stayed up late catching fireflies in jars and eating
pistachio ice-cream, begging our fathers for second helpings, and wishing for
shooting stars. We’d laugh over accents, Harry Potter drank some water,
scrambling tones and messages and meanings while our youngest family
members ran down grassy banks, sun sinking below the horizon as eyes crinkle
with shared secrets and damp grass clippings coat our blissfully bare feet.
Now, we smile awkwardly across the Target checkout lanes, and exchange but
a word.
My father gives the grass an army-approved buzz cut once a week in the
summer, trimming back fronds that creep into flowerbeds and grow heavy
over sharp-edged paving slabs. Each year, he attempts to hand off the mower;
heavy grumbling paired with sweat-stained cowboy hats that never quite seem
to make it into the wash and sit on the deck, blowing dry in the tumble-drier
heat of late July. He knows all too well that his attempts at change will be
fruitless as they ever are, for he can only uproot so much each season, and this
time around it’s milkweed, and not his daughter.
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Putting down new roots as children wave from yellow school busses, and
men on motorbikes play loud music as they ride. Cherry blossoms on the
breeze as tree branches wave in late spring, and pens scratch on paper as
grass soothes the backs of slightly sunburnt legs. Notebooks turned to
pages about nature versus nurture as the season also turns, bright buds on
trees and laughter in the air, the sweet taste of iced tea on one’s tongue as
blades of grass greet fingertips each time you save a blossom from blessing
your hair. The sweet, sweet, newness of summer.

We all grow taller,
And the grass does, sweeter still—
Home for the season.

Tei Hurst (she/her), is a non-fiction loving lesbian hailing from the South of England and living in the USA. When
not writing or drinking tea, she can be found yelling online @teihurst on both instagram and twitter, and her
written words can be found in lit magazines such as Queerlings.
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